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At Vaydan in Cornwall, a Maltese cross with a chi-rho similar to
Arraglen is 10 be found on a pillar-stone commemorating
one
DROGAG~US (CUe 478). ThIs name has a Latin ending but the central.
GN- suggests thai if is earlier than names such as ClIH 256: DEGLANN
or CIlH 145: RONANN where original -AGNI is replaced by -AN{N)
(McManus 1991,89,95).
This change occurs some time prior 10 the loss
of endings on all words which would be middle of the sixth century on
orthodox absolute chronology (McManus, 95-7). Another two Maltese
crosses with chi-rho, also very similar 10 Arraglen have been identified by
Henty on the island of Raasay. north of Skye (Herily 1995,308); one of
lhese occurs on a Class I Pictish symbol slone, dated to between the fifth
and the eighth centwiesH

Attaglen

Finally. a pillar slone with a Maltese cross and a chi-rho "hook" at
Whitham is in~ribed in Roman letters with the words LOC STI PEnu
APVSTOLI
"The place of 5t Peler, the apostle" (Allen & Anderson
1903, iv 496.7). This may. perhaps. be connected wilh the establishment
of the first Anglian bishopric before AD.732. for the community of
believers at Whithom is praised by Bede. whose records are biased
towards those whose allegiance was to Rome (Col grave & Mynors 1969,
558.561). This last is an instance where the Maltese cross appears on a
monument with a dedicatory function, as in the FINTF.N slone at
Kilfounlan. Co. Kerry, rather than recording the specific burial of an
individual (see above, page 41).

I

In addition. there are also pillar stones and boulders with Maltese
crosses which have no dating evidence but where the cross is similar in
shape and is inscribed in roughly the same position as in the preceding
examples: eg: Knockane/CoumdutT, Co.Kerry, with chi-rho "hook"
(Henry 1937, pl.XXVII, Cuppage 1986, 280), St Gobnet's
stone,
Ballyvoumey, Co. Cork (Henry 1937, pl,XXX), Caherlehillan Co. Kerry
(with ••••.
hat appear to be corrupt Alpha and Omega symbols, O'Sullivan
and Sheehan 1996, 265); Caher Island, Dooghmakeon, 1nishkea North and
Duvillalill More, Co. Mayo (Henry 1947, 29.32; 1937. pl. XXIX, XXXI.
Macallsler 1945, II), Cloghan and Dunlewy Far, Co. Donegal (Lacy
1983,253,265),
Faha, Co. Kerry (Cuppage 1986.283-4)
and possibly
Drumnacllr. Co. Antrim (Hamlin 1982, pl.17 ,2c). If one included Maltese
., Scholarly opinion is now moving towards visualising lhe~ stones 1$ some form of
grave.mar~er for a number have been found lin~ed to burial ri'ual in early Pictland
(Thomas 196].41-2; Ashmore 1978-80, Close-Brooks 1984, AlcOCK1'>192.128),
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crosses with stem elements 3nached. one could add still further examples.
including the Reask pillar stone A, which was found, as already mentioned
in whal appeared to be its original position on the boundary of a cemetery.
(Fanning 1981,86, 139-141; Cuppage 1986,336-345 see above, pages 4041).
In short, we appear to have a group of monuments dispersed at the
very least through Kerry, Cork, Donegal, Mayo, Galloway, Cornwall and
the Hebrides. There may be many more: stones such as these have been
studied far more extensively in the western parts of these islands. The
monuments discussed here are characteristically pillar shaped. with a

Maltese cross being found on one of the wider faces. either centrallyplaced or at the upper end of the shaft.. A number are inscribed with ogam
inscriptions of the normal memorial type. Two Scottish examples.
lona
and Whithom - have inscriptions in the Roman alphabet, lhe one being a
grave-marker in a manner which parallels ogam monwnents .•••.
hile the
other is an estate marker as at KilfowlIan, Reask and Kilnasaggart. A third
Scottish pillar with Maltese cross is associated with a Class I Pictish
symbol stone. In date these monuments with Maltese crosses appear to
belong, on historical, linguistic and archaeological grounds to the later
sixth, seventh or even early eighth centuries. At this initial stage, lhey
would appear to provide good evidence for the relatively widespread
existence of Christianity at this period in the western parts of these islands.
I should say, however, that examination of a number of these monuments
in the Dingle peninsula did reveal that there are at least ""'.0 different
methods used to produce this cross-form even In this relatively confined
region: the majority of slones had sunken crosses and up.standing petals
but occasionally, as at Faha, there are sunken petals and up-standing
crosses. The grouping put forward here is clearly, therefore, a preliminary
one and a great deal more work remains to be done on these monuments.
4.2: O~am stones beginning with ANM
Names In the genitive case are one of the hall-marks of Irish ogam stone
inSCriptions, a trait which also ocems on a number of both ogam and Latinletter inscriptions in Britain The normal Irish inscription is a possessive
form of a personal name, occasionally with a patronymic and/or an
expression of community affiliation. It is possible lhat lhe unexpressed
governing word which produced these genitives was something like
'slone' as 10 the InehagOlll Latin alphabet mscnption: LIE LUGAEDON

"
i\IACCl MEl"UEIi
"the stone of 'L son of 'M", An. altemalive
governmg word is indicated by the sub-group of Irish.
with. the
word ANM or 'name, inscripl1On' in the nominative (Mc:M~us 1991, S I).
There are twenty stones with this type of inscriplion including one from
Coomleagh. East which. is extremely dubious. They are all found within the

ogam;be-;n

Site
Coomleagh Easl

present counties of Cork and Keny.

TlGERN meaning lord.

l
1

?5

Keenralh
Templebryan
Ballyknock
Coolineagh
. Coolineagh
Fortwilliam
Kilmalkedar

Leaving Coomleagh East out of consideration, twelve of the
remaming nineteen stones show names with patronymics; three have the
name alone while a fourth has the single name with the added title

One has the word CEll, the genitive ronn of

Primitive Irish 'celias mearung companion or client (McManus 1991, 119)
and one uses the community affiliation marker MUCOL The nineteenrh., at
Maumanorig disintegrates into meaningless letter combinations after the
initialletlers ANM COL .... (Cuppage 1986,333.334; McManus 1991,67;
supported by author's observation).
McManus points out that these ANM Inscriptions are characterised
by late linguistic, palaeographic or orthographic features (McManus 1991,
80). Seven examples, all in Kerry, have lost their final syllables and belong
to a post.apocope phase (Clle 187, 204, 219, 229, 235, 255, 256). On
current dating this means that the stones probably belong to a period after
the begtnning of the sixth century, Four stones (76,137,187,235)
use the
later fonn MAC I as opposed to the single monument (204) using the
earlier MAQ(Q)1. Most importantly of all, ANM is itself a post-apocope
fonn ofPnmitive Irish 'Oilmen, Old Irish amm (McManus 1991,80, 118).
No mommlenls are known wilh the pre-apocope Primitive Irish fonn and
all of the above inscriptions, therefore, must belong, on orthodox dOlling, to
the sixth century or later. The fact that monuments at Keenrath (ClIC 75),
Ballyknock (CllC 95), Templebryan (CllC 76) include personal names in
pre-apocope forms must be put down 10 conservative spelling of these
particular words gIVen the eXIstence of post.apocope ANM on the same
slones. Similarly, the pre-apocope name on lhe Ballyknock inscription,
MEDDUGENI, is also found as an epithet on a spoon from a fourthcentury treasure hoard from Thetford in Norfolk (Johns & Potter 1983),
Inscribed DEI FAU(ni) :\IEDVGF.NI or in two instances on other spoons
from Ihe hoard as MEIlIGE:"'J1 (Jackson in Johns & Potter 1983,47). As
a name, therefore, MEDDUGENl is witnessed as early as the fourth
century although its associatIon with a post-apocope from such as ANM
means that the inscription at Ballyknock must post-dale lhe loss of final

CUC ~_o_.
.
l.!.!~£!':ip.tion
._.._ .._
55
? ANM SAlNA MAQ OGALA MUCOI
TEMOCA (Restored)

?6
95
104

105
13?
18?

Maumanorig
CurraglunoreW

193
204

Kilcoolaght
Derrygarrane S.

206

ANM CASON! (MAQI RODAGNI
ANM TENAS MACI V...
ANM MEDDUGENI'

ANM CORRE MAQVI UDD(GLO)METT
?ANM NETACUNAS CEll VIDETTAS"
ANM VEDLLOIGGOI MACI SEDDOINI
ANM MAlLE.INBIR MACI
BROCANN."
ANr-.-fCOL .... (No evidenceror more,pact CIIC)
ANM MAGANN MAQI NUADAT.'"
ANM VIRR .... ANNI TIGIRN (DoublfiJl)

Parknasilla
Canbumn
Killogrone
Letter West
Tinnahally

223

255

ANM CRUNAN MAQ LUQIN
ANM LLA TIGNI MAQ M(I)N(E)RC
M(UCOI) Q( ...)CI (Ooob.ful)
ANM VINNAGITLET
ANM CALUMANN MAQ( ..... )
ANM MOLEGOMRlD MACI VECUMEN
ANM GATTEGLAN
ANM VURUDDRANN MAQ(I)

Tinnahally
Ratass......

256
VI

DOLIGENN
ANM TEGANN 1\1AC DEGLANN
(A)NM SILLANN MAQ FATIll...LOGG(.)

Denynane' , , , ,

219
220

229

235
239

'Read as MEDDOGENI by Macalister but as here by McManus 1991,66
"Described
by McManus as a rash reconstruction, 1991,95
'" Read by McManus as Anm MAiLE iNbtR MACI BROCANN (lower
case letters denoting some uncertainty) 1991, 66
""
McManus doubts diphthong and reads N?DAdlt (1991,67)
" ••• Misspell by Macalister: the townland name is Darrynane Beg.
", ••• A find which post-daled CUC as Iisled by McManus 1991,71.
Table I: Ogam slones with ANM inscriptions

.

•

~IAP 2: OGMI STONES WITH ANM
INSCRIPTIONS

syllables. Derrynane (elle 220) and Fortwilliam (CUe 137) also have preapocope names but both include later fonns of the formulaic word MAQQI
namely MACI and t-.tAQ while Coolineagh (Clle
lOS) is a
46
reconslruclion.
The latest ANM stones appear to be one from Tinnahally
(Clle 256) and Kilmalkedar (CIle 187) where post-syncope name forms
occur - McManus has dated these to the seventh century (McManus 1991,
100). The group as a whole. therefore appears 10 stretch from the sixth
cenlwy (possibly from the first half) mlO the early seventh.
Another five ANM inscriptions use a supplementary lener >< to
represent the vowel e (Clle 104, 187,223,235.239,256),
a development
whictl appears to posi-date the normal usc of four short notches which is
the classical ogarn method of indicating e (McManus 1991,2,79;
SimsWilliams 1992, 51-56). In an inscription from Tinnahally, Co. Kerry (ClIH
256) the supplementary >< apparently means short e where it occurs in the
personal name TEGANN (Old Irish Tecan) while the classical method
indicates a long t! as in DEGLANN (Old Irish Dec/an) (McManus 1991,
107, 179
36,38). On the stone in ClUTaghmore West (ClIe 204),
Macalister saw another supplementary letter or forfid, this time written <,
used to indicate the diphthong ua but this has been quened by McManus
both on linguistic probability and personal observation (McManus 1991,
100, 176 fnAS). Macalister also saw a third supplementary character, -<>on Killogrone used to represent the vowel 0 in an inscription reading:
ANM M<>LEG<>MRID MACI V><CUM><N, This is cOrToborated by
the recent drawing of the stone in the Iveragh survey (O'Sulllvan and
Sheehan 1996,300-301). Doth McManus & Sims-Williams understand the
first name 10 be an earlier form of the Old Irish Maile.Gaimrid; McManus
believed the <> graph represented either a or 0 (McManus 1991, 180, fn.
52) while Sims-Williams opts for a vowel sound represented phonetically
as 1ce{:Y (Sims-Williams 1992,56).
The use of supplementary letters is more prominent in the
manuscript tradition of ogam than on the stone monuments and McManus
has explained their development as being due to outside influences on Irish
"Tilers, most notably a need to generate an alphabet capable of catenng
for words bOrTowed from Greek or Latin (Ihld., 143.5). This is also the

en.

I

'" The conjunction of pre-apocope name forms with post-apocope formulaic words \\
such as ANM and MAQ at Ballykoock. Derrynane IrId Fortwilliam goes against the
general trend for conservative spellings of formulaic words and inr.ovilive spellings for
personal names (McManus 1991,96).

••
inlerpret31ion of the medieval authors of Auralcepl na nEees or "The
Scholar's Primar" (Calder 1917, 189: Sims-Williams 1992.31). As we
have seen, however, (above. page 64) the development of the concept of
supplementary lellers appears to belong 10 the very earliest phase of our
surviving agam inscriptions even though the use of supplementary
characters for vowel sounds would appear to be a late one.
Five of these slones with ANM inscriptions are also ornamented
with a sign of the cross: Templebryan (Clle 76), Coolineagh (ClIC 104),
Curraghmore
West (Clle 204), Killogrone (CIIC 235) and Ralass
(McManus 1991. 71). ThaI al Templebryan is an ex.tremely shallow and
mishapen version of a recessed Maltese cross which occurs close to
ground level on a tall narrow pillar of some) melres in height (author's
observation). At Coolineagh, Curraghmore West, Killogrone and Ratass,
the cross is of simple Latin shape, in the centre of one of the wider faces
and at one extremity of pillar stones between I and 2 metres in height;
that at Killogrone was interpreted by Macalister as secondary because of
its position on the base {enC 204, O'Sullivan and Sheehan 1996, 300,
Fanning & 6 Corroiin 1977, IS}.
As we have seen, the majority of Mallese crosses accompanying
ogam inscriptions are also cenrrally placed on a wide face either in the
middle of the monument or at one end. This is the nonnal position for
crosses on Christian Continental grave-slabs where ornamental motifs tend
to be placed on the broad face of a monument either above or below
horizontal inscriptions. Macalister's belief that such crosses were normally
secondary features stemmed from his conviction that ogam itself was preChristian (194S, vi-xi). There is no archaeological evidence to support this
notion - the battering of certain ogam stones to which he refers is now
taken to be merely the nonnal wear which loose stones of such antiquity
might be expected to undergo (McManus 1991, 54-6). It is assumed here
that these crosses arc contemporaneous with the inscriptions, just as the
Maltese crosses on the Church Island and Arraglen ogam stones are
probably contemporary (see above, pages 70_76).47
In 1955, J. Vendryes compared the Irish ANM inscriptions with
Christian tombs, particularly from North Africa where the word nomen
precedes the name of the deceased. Judging by the examples that he gives,
this usually occurs in the context of a prayer to the Almighty or to the
., Since the cross at Church hland was CUtby the ogam. the carving of the cross must
have occuLedfirst but the gap in lime need not havebeen a long one

"
saints (Vendryes 1955, 140-41, Diehl 1925, Nos. 2093 - 2099). A closer
parallel might be the stone from L1andanwg in central Wales which reads
EQVESTRI
NOMINE in Roman capitals with half-uncial s, reading
vertically downwards (ECMW279). Nash-Williams sees parallels for this
wording in Italy and Gaul where a fonnula HIe IACET NOr\t1l"E ...
was noted by Le Blant (Nash-Williams 1950, 169; le Slant 1856,462-3).
Another from St Davids in Pembrokeshire, with an Inscription RINACI
~Ol\-fENA (ECMW 370), also in Roman capitals arranged vertically, he
would see as deriving from North Africa hut he notes Macalister's
suggestion that this may represent a translation of the Irish ANM style
(CUe 448). No ANM inscriptions have been found among the British
ogams but in favour of Macalister's position is the vertical arrangement of
the L1andanwg and St Davids inscriptions .•••.
hich is typical of lrishinfluenced stones and not paralleled on the Continent.
An influence which would appear to be moving in the opposite
direction, from a Latin-speaking enwonment to Ireland, is indicated by the
inscription at Coolineagh (CUe 104) where a Latinised fonn MAQVI is
used in place of the more nonnal MAQl. This use ofQV in conjunction is
rare in Ireland where there is only one other certain example (CUC 275),
but is rather more common in Latin-Iener inscriptions with Irish names in
Britain where it occurs four times (CUC 364, ECMW 144; CUC 462,489;
McManus 1991, (No. xxi) 76-7), (The spelling _qv. corresponds to nonnal
Latin spelling conventions in the same manner as -qu- is the nann in
modem English.)
On the whole, the twenty Ami inscriptions appear to fonn a
relatively coherent grouping. They are all located in either Cork or Kerry
and all usc the post-apocope fonn ANM. Up to six stones have preapocope personal names while two, possibly three, have post-syncope
personal names. The use of supplementary characters to represent the
vowel e is relatively widespread; there{} lSa single example of a
supplementary 0 and a very dubious UQ. Five are ornamented with crosses,
four of simple Latin type centrally placed at one end of the monument, on
one of the wider faces. Parallels for these inscriptions have been seen in
the Christian epithets of North Africa, Italy and Gaul and there arc two
relatively close parallels in the Latin alphabet inscriptions of Wales. One
stone also has what appears to be a latinlsed fonn of the Irish MAQ(Q)I.
Taking all of these facts into consideration, therefore, there seem to be
reasonable grounds for seeing all of these Cork and Kerry ANM stones as

II
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indicatlOg influence from the Latin-speaking world on the extreme southwest of Ireland in the SiXth and early seventh century. Given that a quarter
of the examples are ornamented with crosses, it seems probable that this
influence was Christian in derivation.

4.3 Ogam stones with Latin names

I

Another sub-grouping of Irish ogam stones are those which include Latin
names in the inscription. There are six stones involved: from Rathglass.
Co. Carlow (CIIC 16), Colbinslo'Nll., Co. Kildare (Clie 20), Bwnfort, Co.
Cork (ClIe 56), Oallinvoher (CliC 166) and Kinard Easl (ClIC 18R), both
in Co. Keny and Ardmore, Co, Waterford (ClIC 265).
The norm for these inscriptions is 10 have the name in the genitive; a
possible exception is the stone inscribed AMADU al Ardmore in Co.
Waterford which may be a nominative fonn of AmalU.r (McManus, 1991
117). In Vulgar or British Latin pronunciation. a -I- between two vowels
would normally be pronounced Idl and this affected the development in the
spelhng of Irish names in manuscripts where the sound IdJ between two
vowels tended to be transcribed as -(-. Thus, on analogy with Ihe
pronunciation of Vulgar Lalin words such as Amarus, Irish names such as
Baeran were spell in the manuscript tradition with a .,. but the middle
consonant was. in fact, pronounced Id!. In the ogam spelling tradition this
did nol occur with the result that the ogam equivalent of Baetan is (ClIll
241) BAIDAGNI with a 0 (McManus 1986, II; 1991, 123). At Ardmore,
therefore, lite inscription is following ogam rather than manuscript
orthographical tradition III spelling the loan word Amatus with a medial D.
The IOdication thaI this Latin name is being rendered according to
Irish rather than Vulgar Latin norms is strengthened by the fact that the
inscription lacks a final S. An examination of the stone makes it clear that
this was not simply an omission on the part of the carver. In ogam spelling,
fmal -of became weakened to !hi and eventually ceased to be spelt at all,
surviving only as a modification of vowels and certain consonants in the
following word. As a consequence of this, one finds the element -CUNAS
is spell on some ogam stones as -CONA; Le. CIIH 159: GLASICONAS
and ClIlI 134; ASSICONA (McManus 1991,85, 102; see above, page
5 I). The weakening of final -s in this way is prior to the general loss of
final syllables in Irish known as apocope which is thought to have begun c.
AD 500 (McCone 1986, 88-89). If the lack of a final -S in the Ardmore

"
inscription AMADU is due to this development in Irish, this would imply
both that the Ardmore stone is fifth cenlwy in date and that the Latin name
had undergone modification in line wilh nalive Irish words.
This last possibility is strengthened by the fact Ihal the Latin names on
both the Ballinvoher and the Colbinslown stones also 10SI their nonnal
Latin case endings. This is preswnably because they have been borrowed
into Irish and given Irish endings which they subsequently lost through
apocope. In both cases, it is only the Latin words which show apocope on
these inscriptions; both MAQI DDECCEDA on the Colbinslown slone and
COlMAGNI on Ballinvoher show pre-apocope endings, This may provide
us with yet more evidence for conservative spelling in the agam period;
one can suggest ilial because the Irish names were familiar, they were spelt
in the traditional fashion while the relatively unfamiliar names of Latin
derivation are spelt according to the way they were currently being
pronounced.
Sites
Rathglass
Colbinsto'Nll.
Bumfort
Ballinvoher
Kinard East
Ardmore

clle No.
16

20
56

166
188

265

If ?
.

Inscriptions
DUNAIDONAS MAQI MARIANI
MAQI DDECCEDA MAQI MARIN
SAGITTARI
COlMAGNl MAQI
MARIANI
AMADU

_
vir ALIN

'0'[

•••."" \..
c.~~
..::J.....
!!. ..:...
"~'"
II- ~

C-<,::>

Table 2: Ogam stones with Latin names (underlined)
The word MAQI used on both is nol diagnostic despite its pre-apocope
form for as a fonnula word. it continued to be written in this way by
conservative-minded carvers long after other words have lost their final
syllable and when one might expect MAQIMAC rather than MAQI to be
used (Jackson 1950,200-201; McManus 1991,81-83). Of the other three
stones in this class, that from Rathglass appears to be entirely pre-apocope
in date and may be provisionally dated to the fifth century while those
from Bwnfort and Kinard East appear to be simple Latin names with Latin
genitive endings which would be impossible to date. The alternative would
be that they are names which have been borrowed into Irish and given the
-( ending ofa Primitive Insh o-stem in the genitive (McManus 1991, liS).
Ifthis was the case, these names from Bumford and Kinard East would be
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prc.apocope

and,

therefore,

fifth.century

on the orthodox

absolute

chronology. In any event, one can be clear that none of these six
inscriptions show signs of syncope and one's working presumption would
be !.hat this is a group belonging to the earlier half of the dating range for

agam inscriptions,
In an examination largely based on stones from haly and France at
the beginning of this century. Horace Marruchi argued that the simpler the
fannula, the more hkely the Slone was to be early (Marruchi 1899, 158).

This would agree with the inscriptions listed by Ernst Diehl where single
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names were almost entirely limited 10 memorials found within the
catacombs and other early Roman cemeteries (Diehl 1927, Nos, 3958.
3969). A number of these are given as genitives (/d, Nos. 3963-3965a)
which links these monumenlS both to the pagan Roman past (Marruchi
1899, 143), and perhaps also to the insular ogam stones where, as we have
seen, the use of Ihe genitive is the nann.
In Wales there are seven stones with names in the genitive and
without patronymics one of which, at Towyn (ECMJV 286), has the Latm
name PASCENTI.48
or the others, two show pre-apocope fonns of
British names: VENIJESJ-:TLI « Gwynnhoedf) and CUi'"EGl\l «
Cynin) Another, MEU, may represent either a Briton or an Irishman for a
bishop Melu,{ is listed in Tirechin's Collec(anea (Hicler 1979, 128, 136).
Yet a fourth has the British name I' AAM in which the carver appears to
be using the convention seen in seventh-centu!)' sources, of doubling the
vowel to indicate that it is long (Thumeysen 1946, 20). There is also the
bilingual stone from Nevem where the ogam inscription has the Latin
name: VlT AllAN! while the Latin inscription in Roman capitals arranged
horizolltally reads VIT AllAM n.IERETO (ECA/IV 354, CllC 445). All
others in this Welsh group are in Roman capitals, arranged vertically and
two (ECMW 172, 400) have plain Latin crosses, (The monument at
Steynton, ECMW 404, has a later cross, of nnged type.) The vertical
arrangement of the writing, mirroring as it does the layout of ogam
inscriptions, would seem to imply that the Welsh stones were also
influenced by Irish customs. Single names on these Welsh stones,
therefore, are largely though not exclusively of insular rather than Latm
derivation; they appear to range widely in date and only two of the eight:)
have crosses carved upon them. If the custom of Simply Inscribing one's
•• See alw ECMW 10; ECMW 96, c/le ]90, EClvflf/ 112, clle
CflC 453, l::CMW 400, clle 452, £CAfW 404, Clle 456

374, l::Cl,.fW ]99,

I

name originated m early Rome (and the catacombs fell out of general use
at the beginning of the fifih century), It would seem that it had a long lease
oClife in Wales.
A similar assessment could be made of the single name inscriptions
in Ireland, It is difficult to make an accurate assessment of the numbers
which survive without an up-to-date catalogue since a nwnber of
Macalister's transcriptions are taken from fragmentary stones which may
have lost the remamder of their inscriptions. On the other hand there are
monwncnts, such as the GOSSUCTTlAS stone at Lugnagappul, Co. Kerry
where the scores are clear and the boulder rounded and clearly Wldamaged
(CUC 190; Cuppage 1986, 255.6). My OVJTlestimate is that there are
approximately
twenty-nine of these stones In Macalister's
corpus,
including stones from the modem cOWlties of Galway, Roscommon, Louth,
Wexford, Wicklow, Cork, Kerry and Waterford.H Interestingly, their
dating is apparently confined to the period pnor to the appearance of
syncope on ogam stones, which belongs to the second half of the sixth
century in the traditional chronology. Among the earliest are those with
pre-apocope names such as GOSSUCTTIAS (CIIC 190), INISSrONAS
(CIIC 161), lRCCITOS (CIIC 168) 0< GAMICUNAS (CIIC 191) and at
the other end of the dating spectrum, inscriptions such as VORTIGURN
(CIIC 297) or BRRUANANN (CUC 242) which are post-apocope. so It
follows that the Irish names used in Ihis type of illscription can be used to
suggest dates for the popularity of this particular style vis-a-vis the
monuments with Latin names and, in consequence, that the two stones at
Bumfort and Kinard East can probably be ascribed to an early period in
the history of ogam development, from the fifth 10 the mid sixth centuries,
This would remam the case whether one argued that the grammatical fonns
of the names on these stones represent Simple Latin genitives or Irish
genitives of o-stems with pre-apocope endings.
It is worth noting that where a Latin name occurs on Irish stones, it
is found either in isolation or as a patronymic; there is no example of an
Irish father with a Latin-named son. It is possible that this is historically

significant - are we seeing here the existence of Latin-speaking emigres
mto Ireland? Names like Vilafinus, Mananus or Marinus are known from
both Roman Britain and the inscriptions of Wales (Collingwood & Wright
1965, Nos. 993, 858,67, III; ECMW 31 S, 354), The name Sagittar(i)us is
Wlkno\\oTIas a personal name in Britain; it occurs only 111 relation to an
auxiliary force of archers from Syria, whose altar to Fortuna Bo/nean (the
goddess Fortuna of the bathhouse) was found at Kirby Thore, near Carlisle
(Collingwood & Wtight 1965, 764). Diehl lists a single abbreviated
reference to an Italian, Sagitr- (Diehl 1931, 2266C). It may be, therefore,
that one should interpret the 'SAGITTARUS stone at Bumfort as a
monwnent to one who had spent time as a professional .fQgltteriu.~ or
archer in a Latin-speaking environment. Similarly Marinus may be a name
coined from the adjective marmU$ 'ofthe sea' and could be interpreted as
indicating someone who had earned his living working as a sailor or
fishennan.
An alternative explanation is possible for the name MtADU which
apparently derives from a Latin form Amatus, This name is kno .•••
n in a
genitive fonn from a Romano-British pewter howl in the form AMA TI
(Frere & Tomlin 1991, 2417.2), from sixth-century Gaul and from Rome
(Diehl 1925 Nos. 1075, 1076, 2224a, 2909). One of the Gaulish
individuals is identified as presbyter which could ,si~ifY either priest. or
bishop. The name may thus also be an adopted Clmstlan name, parellehng
the names Auxilius, Aetemus and Denignus who are found in a list of early
Patrician bishops in Tirechan's seventh-century Collectonea (Bieler 1979,
128). Tirechan makes it clear that the adoption of a Latin name by Irish
converts was considered plausible in the seventh century (ibid., 126, 150).
The suggestion that this may be the case here is strengthened by the
presence on the MiADU stone of a small plain cross. On the Olher hand,
the name has apparently undergone insular modilication in that it has lost
its final .S and it seems unlikely that this would have happened if it was
deliberately adopted by an adherent of a Latin-speaking Christian cult.
Interestingly this stone is associated with the site of Ardmore,
Co. Watcrfor<? whose patron saint, Declan, was said .in hi.s vI.ta to be .one of
the missionaries in Ireland who preceded Patnck m IIItroducmg
Christianity to Ireland. Richard Sharpe has argued that this tradition may
be a late one, possibly of the same twelfth-century dale as the extant \'Ila
(Sharpe 1989). A similar position is taken by McConc}who argues that the
tradition only arose in the context of oppostion to Armagh's claims to
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II, 39, 44, so, 51, 60, 62, 64, 69, 91, 93, 96, 100 (on which sec McManus
1991,66),133,134,
lSI, ISS, 161, 16&, 1&2, 1&6, 190, 191, t99, 226, 242, 253, 2&4,
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l<IExamination of this Slone in May of 1996 revealed lhat it had been broken in the
relatively rceenl pan, the fragments have been stuck together wilh cement In ilS
currenl state, there seems to be I problem wilh the reading in thaI there wu I very
large gap between the B and the following R
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pnrnacy, He sees Declan' s life as twelfth-century in its present form but
whose hero is depicted "in a political code geared roughly to the eighth
and ninth centuries AD." (McCone 1984, 50-53). Charles Thomas, in
contrast, believes the tradition provides us with some indication of the
probable location for Romano-British colomes of fifth-century date
(Thomas 1981. 302.3). The AMADU slone could be interpreted as
providing some slight support for an early foundation of Ardmore under
influence from abroad for, as we have seen, the stone itself is likely to be
fifth century in date and the spelling of the Latin name indicates Vulgar
Latin modification of _to to !dI.
One other stone in this g,.oup of Irish ogams with Latin names is
inscribed with a cross design, that at Kinard East, Co. Kerry. As a fonn,
the design is relatively unusual being a square frame enclosing a central
cross and a cross in each of the upper quadrants. Crosses with angular
frames are, however, known at Clonmacnoise (Lionard 196011, 106) while
pillar stones with central cross and four subsidary crosses. one in each
quadrant, are also known from stones at Cloonlaur, Co. Mayosl and
lnislunurray, Co. Sligo (ibid., 104, 106). There are no good parallels in
Nash-William's corpus of Welsh stones.
A third of the Irish ogams with Latin names thus have crosses and
two of the three examples with single Latin name inscriptions. This
proportion is very high when one considers that of the twenty-nine single
name inscriptions with Irish names, there are also only two examples with
associated crosses (CIIC 161, 186). The suggestion. therefore. is that if
you had a Latin name in Iteland you were far more likely to have an ogam
memorial consisting of a single name in the genitive and decorated with an
inscribed cross. The conclusion would appear to be that Christianity was
closely associated with some, if not necessarily all Latin-speaking incomers. This concurs with suggestions made in the first chapter thaf
Patrick's mission is tied to' centres of Romano-British influence in Ireland
(see above, pages 22.24). The probable fifth-century slone from Rathglass,
Co. Carlow and the possibly fifth-century stones from Kinard East, Co.
Keny and Bumfort, Co. Cork may perhaps be added to the sites of
Knowth and Newgrange as locations for some of the earliest Irish
Christians.

4.4 02am stones wilh ><01 inscriptions
A fourth sub-grouping within the Irish agam-stone corpus consists of
those inscriptions which incorporate the elemenl ><01. This is invariably
spelt with the supplementary character >< followed by the vowel strokes
for 0 and i. As Macalister pointed out, the value k for the supplementary

Site
Colbinstown
Donaghmore

CUC No.

Inscription

22

...EGNI ><01 MAO! MUC(OI) A(L)I ..

26

NETTA VRECC.

(><01':')

MAQ

MUCCOITRENALLUGO
Legan
Bal1yboodan
Donard
Ballyhank

34

LOBSI ><01 ~tAQI MUCCOI RINI.-

38
48

CORBI ><01 MAOI LABRID
lAOINl ><01 MAOI MUC ...
CORBAGNI ><01 MAO! MUCCOI

98
120

COROT ANt •••
BROINIENAS
rrRENALUGOS.-

Ballintaggart

156

MAQQI IARI ><01 MAQQI MUCCOI

, Ballintaggart

163

OOVVINIAS
NETTA
LAMINACCA
MUCOIDOVrNIAS.-".

Monataggart

NETA

><01
••

><OI

MAQI

• McManus only read two notches for the second E but felt there was
room for six or seven notches, which would give the more plausible
reading VROECC or VROICC (1991, 66),
•• McManus read this as (..)LL( ..) (....)MAQQ( ..)m( ..)C( ... ) (1991, 67).
From personal observation I wo~gue
for a vowcl notch preceding the
LL and confinn that only half JeA, m ' stroke is clear (making it look like a
single stroke to the right or B rather than a transverse stroke or M). I also
thought I could see traces of Maca lister's ><.
••• Read by McManus as CoRBAGNi >< ..... COI cOROtANI (1991, 66)
•••• McManus read the last word as TTRENALuGos (1991, 66)
.._ •• McManus read the last word as DO .... ; corroborated by personal
observation,

TABLE 3: Ogam stones with ><01 inscriptions
Th~ ~x..istenceofa r:hl-roo on this stone. seen by Henry (1947, }7.8) and re?rodur:ed
by lionard (196011. (04) has been disputed by Herity (1995. 154)
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>< is indicated by three stones from Coolmagon. Co. Kerry where the
same community affiliation is spell: TOICA><I, TOICACI and TOICAC

Latin alphabet inscriptions. The syntax of ><01 memorials in Ireland •
with one exception, cue 120 - can be broken down into name in genitive,
><01, son of X or alternatively son of MOC(C)01 X. In Britain, there are
a number of stones with a similar construction in Latin where IItC IACIT
is used in place of ><OL So for example, the inscription in Lalin leners on
a bilingual stone at Crickhowell in Brecknockshire can be broken down

(CUe 197. 198. 200; McManus 1991,79). Where the supplementary >< is
used in this fashion in words oilier than ><01, it is found in names such as
VEQI><AMI (CUe 113) or A><ERAS (CUe 124) which are pre-apocope
in Conn, indicating that this usage develops at an early stage in the ogam
corpus.S2
McManus has interpreted the creation of
supplementary
characters or forfeda as secondary (1991, 2, 79, 141-46), due to the need
to represent letters in Latin or Greek words which were nol accommodated
by the original agam Connal. This has recently been called inlo question by
Sims-Williams who points out thai though this is the view of medieval
authontics such as the author of Auracl!lpt na ntees, one is not obliged to
believe them (Sims. Williams 1992. 38). Sims.Williams does accept the
explanation with regard to the use of the symbol >< to represent /pI in two
stones from Wales and one possible example from Valentia Island, Co,
Ken}' (CI/C 231, 327, 409; Sims-Williams 1992,39-42) but he suggests
that >< with the value of Ix!, as in TOICA><I, represents an attempt to
enhance the ogam alphabet with a more complete invenrory of Irish sounds
(ibid., 45-49). Since >< with the value Ix! does not appear in Latin loanwords on the ogam stones but only in the vernacular, there seems some
merit to this position. In other words. the earliest survivmg phase of ogam
usage shows that an addllional s)lnbol had already been added to the
original set of twenty characters (McManus 1991, 1-2) for the same
purpose as motivated the origlllal creators of the cipher - the desire to
represent the sounds of Primitive Irish (ihid., 30-1). This m tum implies
that from a very early stage men felt free to experiment with this new
alphabet and it represents importanl evidence for the chronological
distinction which one must draw between the invention of the ogam
symbols and their usc on memorial stones (see above. 63-68).
Following Carl Marstrander (1911, 401) and J. Pokorny (1915,
403), McManus suggests ><01 may be a word defining locality, related 10
the laler Old Irish word
meaning "here" (McManus 1991, 51, 119).
McManus made the further suggestion that Irish ><01 is analogous 10 the
use of JUC lAC_Elan Latin alphabet memorial stones in Britam though
never used tn British inscriptions (McManus 1991, 51, 119). The
suggestion is strongly corroborated if one looks at the British stones wilh
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Crickhowell

327 (43)

L1angwyryfon

352A(122)

TURPILLI
mc IACIT
TRILUNI DUNOCATI
OOMNICI
lAC IT

PVVERI
FILIVS

BRAVECCI
L1anwenog

353(127)

Margam

408 (146)

L1",

419 (284)

I

)

1\

I

TRENACATUS
IC IACIT FILIVS
MAGI.AGNI
UOOVOCI
me IACIT FILIVS
PRONEPVS
CATOTIGER.'!1
ETERNAU
FlLlA[
SAL VIANI
IItC
IACIT
FILIE [IVS ONERATI HIC IACIT
RIGOIIEl\"E
ANO,\GELUIACIT
FILl CAVETI

L1andeilo
Llwydiarth
L1ancarffe

433 (313)

Blue Bridge
Worthyvale
Doydon

462
470
478

Castledor

487

CIRVSINIVS

498

CV!'iOMORI F1L1VS
BRIGOMAGLOS
IIIC
...ECVS

457

Chcsterholm

I

VERI MATE VXSOR TIGIRNICI ET

Y Mawddwy

'~v.A
;..,

Inscription

No.

(ECMW)

ee

~

CUC

Site

DVNOCATI
IIIC
IACIT
FiLl
MERCAGNI
QVENAT AVCI IC DlNVI FILIVS
LATlNIIC

BROCAGNI
FIUVS

IACIT I-'ILIUS MAGAIU

mc

IACIT NADOTII
HlC

TABLE 4: British parallels to Irish ><01 inscriptions

tACIT

IACIT

II

I'

'02
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as name in genitive. HlC IACITH, son of X of Y. At Margam in
Glamorgan. one fUlds name in genitive. HlC lAC IT, son of X, grandson
of Y,Z . There arc others but these appear to be the most diagnostic.
Clearly the HlC IACIT here is not in a position in the sentence which
corresponds to normal Latin usage; in Diehl's Inscnpliones Latinae
Christmae Veteres. the only mc IACETJIACIT inscriptions where the
fonnula is found in lhis position are Nos. 3071-3072, 3074-3075 and
3077, All of these are located in south-west Britain. In the vast majority of
the other instances listed by Diehl. mc IACF.T/IACIT is the opening
phrase apart from two instances where it follows the initial name in the
nominative but where no patronymic is included (Diehl 1927, Nos. 30M3065),

The obvious explanation for this unusual position of HlC IACIT is
that lhis is a translation of Irish ><OI into Latin. This discovery. which I
do not think has been made before, would seem to corroborate the
hypothesis that the word is a translation of an original Latin HlC IACIT.
In this regard the fact that there is no known instance of ><01 on the ogam
stones in Britain (McManus 1991.63) might be explained by postulating
that sculptors were happier with lhe Latin fonn in the more Romanised
Island. It has to admined, however. that its absence in ogams in Britain
poses something of a problem in terms of the hypothesis proposed here.
One should note, of course. that the syntactical parallels between
the stones of tables 3 and 4 are not exact. The majority of Irish ><01
inscnptions have an accompanying MUCOI (McManus 1991. fn. 4.18)
and there is no parallel for this on the British stones unless, perhaps, Latin
PRONEPVS
(great-grandson) is in fact a translation of Irish moccil.
MAQI or "son" in the Irish inscriptions represents a genitive fonn whereas
only three of the British inscriptions have the word for son in the genitive:
Crickhowell (PVVERI). Llandeilo Ll"')'diarth and Llancarife (both FILl).
All of the Irish stones and the majority of lhe British stones have the first
name in the genitive but at Llanwenog, the apparently Irish name
TRENACATUS
and at Castledor in Cornwall, the name CIRVSINIVS
are both in the nominative. Moreover. both the Castledor stone and two
other Cornish stones. at Daydon and Blue Bridge, apparently finish with

lJ In common with I development which is secn ()l;l;asionally but mOle rarely on the
Conlinent, the original Latin iacf1 is oAen spelt iacif on British stones (Nash-Williams
19S0, 8; Vives 1969, 215. Krimcr 1974. IO),Henl;eforth tACIT will be used without
comment for the Welsh stones and lACET for Conlinental inscriptions,

the word FILIUS in the nominative and this

100

is a usage which is

WlknOwn in Ireland. At Chesterholm, Northwnberland. the initial name is
in the genitive while the last name appears to have been in the nominative.
an almost unique formulation (see below, pages 113-IIS). Without being
able 10 interpret every instance of this grammatical and syntactical
confusion. the best approacn is surely 10 seek vernacular constructs behind
the Latin vocabulary. Seeing the displaced IIle IACIT as a renex of Irish
><01 provides a case in point.
The HIC IACET formula was developed by fourth-century
Ctuistians in the Roman empire in substitution for the earlier pagan
formulae such as DIS MANIBUS (roughly translated as "to the spirits of
the departed'') (Nash-Williams 1950. 8). It is thought to have begun in
fourth-century Rome where stones, dated through reference to the consuls
oflhe day, range from between AD 335 and 404 (Diehl 1927, 3057; 1925.
755). The style had a restricted vogue in Gaul in the first half of the fifth
century.
centred
on Provence,
the
Rhone
valley
and
the
Narbonneffoulouse
area. The evidence for the date of these Gaulish stones
comes almost exclusively from Lyon where a sequence of six dated stones
runs from AD 422 to AD 449. after which there is a twenty year gap
before a new style. using the longer formula me REQUIESCIT
IN
PACE appears (Knight 1981,58). In a more recent work, Jeremy Knight
has also pointed to scattered examples of lite JACET stones
In
Bordeaux. the Girondc, the Vendee and Haute Garonne (1989, 48). A
single example from Spain can be dated to AD 459 (Vives 1969, 192). In
Africa they have been identified as belonging to the fust two decades of
the fifth century but a small collection at Trier. which shows parallels with
the African examples, has been dated to within the second half of the fifth
century (Kramer 1974. 13). In short, the mc IACET fonnula on the
Continent is largely a fifth-century fashion, tending towards the earlier half
of that century.
In Wales. in addition to the stones already mentioned which have
HlC IACIT in lhe middle of inscriptions, there are others with the phrase
at the beginning as is the Continental norm and at the end. On NashWilliams' figures, lhere arc 21 HlC IACIT stones with the initial
individual's name in the nominative as opposed to 28 with the name in the
genitive as is the Irish norm (Nash-Williams 1950, 8-9). Among those with
names in the nominative, there is a higher percentage of stones with
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inscriptions
running horizontallyS4 which again is the Continental
convention.
On the other hand, if one looks at the stones with displaced HIe
IACIT in isolation, where the fonnula occurs after the intial name for the
most part, there are a number of pointers to Irish influence. Strengthening
the case for Irish ongins, for example, is the fact that ten of the twelve
show parallels with Irish syntax on agam stones in thai the initial name is
m the genitive. Four of the British stones with displaced HIe IACIT are
bilingual, with inscriptions in both agam and Latin lener scripts. All, with
the possible exception of the Slone from Chesterholm, use patronymics. At
least five include the names of lrisnmen as part of the inscription: two
examples
of DONOCATI
(in the genitive) and one each of
TRENACATUS.
CATOTIGERI'\I
(in the genitive) and BROCAGNI
(also in the genitive). To this group one might add CAVETI which
Jackson identified as the genitive of an Irish name (1950, 181) though
without giving his reasons. The stone from Blue Bridge (CIIC 462),
Cornwall shows the Latmised spelling "QV" (McManus 1991. 126) at lhe
beginning of what appears to be a Primitive Irish name in the genitive,
QVENAT AVCI, since lhe initial element began with a Ikwl sound
(Jackson 1953, 296). Anolher name in the genitive. MAGLAGNI (CIIC
353) in Carmathenshire. is ambiguous in that it could be eilher Irish or
British but it may perhaps be linked to MAGLANI (Clle 317) from
Aghascrebagh. Co, Tyrone/or the development -AGNI > ANN is knO\\'TI
from other stones (McManus 1991. 107). nROCAGNI
on the stone at
Doydon is paralleled by the genitive BROCAGNI at Dunalis. Co.
Londonderry (Clle 316) and in the later form BROCANN at Kilmalkedar.
Co. Kerry (Clle 187) as well as at L1angeler in Wales (CUC 372). The
elements in
TRENACATUS
(Clle 353) and the genitive fonns

CATOTIGERNI

(CIlC 408) and DVNOCATI (CIlC 327, 457) O'e all

found in Irish ogams (McManus 1991. 102-03. 107) but the names
themselves are unknown in lhe ogam corpus. (There are. of course. many
e:<amples in Ihe manuscript tradition of the later development
of
*DUNOCATUS. the Old Irish name DUnchad.)

'"liorizontal

inscriptions on stoncs with initial nominatj\.c forms and

me lACIT

are

ECMW 32, :n, 71, 78, 139; a possible horilontal inscription with initial nominativc,
lItC IACIT and a patronymic is EC).{W 34('), HorizomaJ inscriptions with names in
gcnitivc and HIC lACIT arc unkllOwn; there is a singlc cJlamplc with namc in gcnilivc,
n IC lACIT and patronymic on ECMW 26.

j,
I,
•

In contrast. four names in this group of inscriptions incorporating
displaced HIC IACIT formulae may be Latin in origin; thesc are (in the
genitive) TURPILU,
DOMNICI (in a post-s)T\cope form?). SALVIANI
and possibly lhe nominativc CIRVSINIVS.
I have found only one name
identified as British, BRIGOMAGLOS,
which later became the Old
Welsh nominative Briamat/ or Middle Welsh Brla/ael (Jackson 1953,
448). It would be fair to say, then:fore, that the strongest influence visible
on lhese stones is an Irish onc. quite apart from the fact that lhe most
plausible available e:<planation for the displaced Hie IACIT is that it is a
translation of Irish ><01.
I would intcrpret thcse various facts as indicating at least two
strands of Continental influence and one strand of lrish influence on the
memorial stones of these islands. One is represented by mc lAC IT
stones, written in Roman capitals on both pillars and slabs, a percentage of
which are' inscribed horizontally and a number of which commemorate
men and occasionally women wilh Latin names, These appear to belong to
a Continental style and there are no examples of this type in Ireland. A
second type. written in ogam script and using the Irish formula word ><01
is represented by eight pillar stones from the southern half of Ireland.
Since lhere are no ><01 stones in Britain, I inte~lhc...Jrish
><01
inscriptions as being a nalive ~~tinental
type, Finally. a
third strand consists of stones which appear to bear translations of the
><01 formula into Latin and these are found e:<cluslvely in Britain on pillar
stones • ...mlten in Roman letters and inscribed vertically down the shaft. 1
would argue that these represent the influencc (though not necessarily the
actual memorials) of Irish settlers in Britain and indeed, the majority
accord perfectly wilh the picture of such colonists that has been deduced
from documentary sources, being within the confrnes of the Irish kingdom
of Dyfed or in the area of the Vi Liathain colony of Cornwall (Richards
1960). The one possible exception to this pattern will be discussed in the
final section of this chapter.
There remains the question of the date of these insular stones; is
there any way in which we can pin down these vanous stAnds to a specific
chronological time-frame? It has been noted above thatr-eontinenlal HIC
IACET stones are fifth century in date with a majority belongmg to the
earlier half of that century. Their closest reflexes in Wales are those nine
stones which usc the nommative form of the personal name without
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patronymic. H Of these, four commemorate deceased persons with Latin
names while a fifth remembers a civis venedoto or citizen of Gwynedd and
cousin of a maglStrarus. an important lo\'fll official in Roman times (Jones
1964, II 725-8). Without going into further detail here. it seems likely thai
these can also be safely ascribed 10 the fifth century. Interestingly, this
group has only a limited geographical spread. being concentrated in the old
counties ofCaemarvonshire
and Anglesey in north-west Wales.
With regard 10 the Irish ><01 stones one can make some reasonable
guesses as 10 their dale, usmg the linguistic changes nullined in McManus'
Guide. Two of the nine stones involved (Clle 120. 156) have been
ascribed by McManus 10 the earliest phase detectable in the ogam slone
corpus (McManus 1991,94.97).
This is because they show neither vowel
affection, nor apocope of their fmal syllables. Of these two, that at
Monataggart (CUC 120) is one of the relatively rare instances which
McManus has identified as showing an unusual method of indicating the
father, similar to that found in Gaulish Celtic (McManus 1991,51, 110)S6.
lnslead of the Irish formula X son of Y, Celtic-speaking Gauls were
accustomed to say, y's X ,just as we might say in colloquial English,
"Pat's Mike" meaning "Pal's son Mike". As we have seen the starting
point for the relative chronology of Primitive Irish is difficult to ascertain
but in this case one can be tolerably certain thai ><01 stones did not predate the HIe tACIT fonnula. Not only is this r-.1onataggart stone aLmost
certainly fifth-century in date, therefore; it uses a formula which is more
widely attested in Gaulish than in Irish. Traces of this naming fonnula do,
however, occur in Classical Old Irish (Meyer 1912) and it is not at all
certain that the presence of this formula on the Monalaggart slone
represents a direct link between Cork and Gaul at the period in which it
was inscribed.57
Of the other stones, three (CUC 26, 98,163) belong to the period
prior to s)TIcope or in other words, prior to the second half of the sixth
centul)' on the orthodox chronology. One of these three at Ballintaggart
H These are ECMWNos
32,33,77,78,87,
102, 103, 128 and 139,
,. Other examples ofthil Gaulish style on Irish ogam stones are Clle 47, 154, 169 and
rossibly 262 (McManus 1991, 51) from sites in WidJow, Keny and Waterford,
, With regard to this suggestion, I should stress that John Carey, Kim McCone,
Damian McManus and Jurgen Uhlich were all unanimously of the view that this
evidence is too fragile to support the notion of direct contact between Ireland and
Gaul. Since their reservations depend, IS I understand them, IS much on historical
probability » on linguistic criteria I have retained the idea as a possibility while
acknowledging the lack of strong evidence in ilS favour.

(CIIC 163) has not losl its final ending and is therefore apparently preapocope. This would give dales of fifth or vel)' early sixth-century for
these stones. In contrast, two stones from Kilkenny (CIIC 34,38) are both
post-apocope while seven of the eight stones which have the formula for
"son", use the word MAQI. This word, although pre-apocope in form,
continued to written with final-I by conservative-minded carvers long after
final syllables had generally been lost and thus, cannot be used to provide
a criterion for dating pwposes. In the absence of a clear example of a POSIS)TIcope form, however, the dates attributed to the Irish ><01 stones
appear to span the fifth and sixth centuries, possibly finishing arOlmd the
mid sixth.
The evidence for the dating of the British stones with displaced mc
IACIT comes mainly from the forms of the individuals' names which,
although most of the inscriptions are Latinized, still show many of the
various diagnostic language changes. Most of the names involved have not
lost their central vowel (DOMNICI and 8RA VECCI on CIlH 352 &
DODVOCI on CIlH 408 seem exceptional) but it is difficult to be certain
whether they have lost their fmal syllable since most appear to have had
Latin endings attached. All these names ending in I, therefore, could
simply indicate a normal Latin genitive. Two of the stones are ornamented
with crosses and one of these, at Daydon in Cornwall, has a Maltese cross
and chi-rho attached. In southern Ireland, as noted in section 4 I, these
appear to be late sixth or early seventh cenlUI)' in date when found on
grave-slabs and this accords with the memorials which use these styles In
Spain, Gaul and even Egypt. Over all, then, a date of the sixth century
seems to be the most plausible for all but one of these stones with
displaced mc IACIT. The one exception is that at Chesterholm which is
discussed in greater detail in the next seclion (see below, page 113).
Since the IIIC IACET formula is a Christian one, this implies that
the Irish ><01 slones represent the memorials of some of the earliest Irish
Christians known. For those who might argue that pagans could have
adopted such a formula without knowing of its Christian significance, one
can point to the two ><01 stones which have small linear crosses inscribed
upon them (CIlC 156, 163; Cuppage 1986, 264_6).$AThis is the same type

The drawing ofClle 163 is misleading in that it implies a clearly invened cro~ and
fails to depict the natural fissure which continues the line of the shaft downwards (see
Cuppage 1986. fig. 147c). Macalister also IUles that a cross is visible on the ><01
stone from Legan, Co Kilkenny (CIIC 34), examination of the stone reveals some
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of cross as predates the ogam scores on Emlagh East. Co, Kerry (CIIH
180) which has a pre-apocope inscription: BRUSCCOS t-.tAQQI
CALLlACI. (One of the two strokes of the L graph stops short 10 avoid
hitting the left ann of the cross). Indeed my personal opInion. although
this was nol picked up by either Macalister or the Dingle surveyors. is thai
one of the ><01 stones from Ballintaggart also has a cross which may
predate the ogam scores. for here the fmal score of the letter C appears to
bend rather more than the others to accommodate the cross arm, I would,
therefore, argue that the ><01 stones do indeed mark Christian burials and
that lhere is some li0ihood. therefore)thal we now know of 31 least seven
probable burial areai-of Irish Christians from before the mid sixth century.
To these ><OI stone sites. one might alw add the AMADU and possibly
the MARIANI inscription (both with accompanying cross) which were
discussed in the previous section (see above, pages 90.91).
The sites of the ><01 stones may include a domnach-church in Co.
Kildare and, paradoxically, the site at Colbinstown in the same county.
Paradoxically, because this site, otherwise known as Killeen Connac, is
traditionally associated ....;th Cell Fine, which the ninth or tenth-century
Vita r"parllta links to the mission by Palladius (Mulchrone 1939, 19;
Hogan 1910, 192). In recent years Kenneth Nicholls has argued
convincingly that such an etymology is extremely unlikely and that a more
plausible origm for the English name is Cell ingen Cormaic or "the church
of the daughters of Connac". In consequence, no association between
Palladius and this Kildare site can be made (Nicholls 1984,547.8).
His
argwnents are strong ones but despite that, it now appears from the ><01
stone on the site that the burial flound was probably in use in the sixth
centill)' if not before. It clearly had some important connections abroad at
some point for as well as the ><01 stone, one of the Irish ogam memorials
with a Latin name also came from the same site as did the DRVVIUES
stone inscribed with Roman capitals.
An mteresting insight mto the international connections represented
by these Irish ><01 stones is what appears to be a reference to the
MOCCU COROT ANI in Co. Cork. Given that there arc no obvious
candidates for such a group in Irish political geography, one would like to
speculate whether the man identified as 'CORBAGNAS of the MOCCU
COROT ANIon the Ballyhank stone (ClIf/98) could have been a member
evidence for a pocked shaft running nortWsouth but the transverse appears to be a
natural fissure

Ogam stone, Ballintaggart, Co. Kerry with a pre-apocope
inscription - NETTA LAMINACCA ><01 MAQQI
MUCOI DOVIN(IA)S - probably of fifth-century date
(CIIC 163)

,
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of the Corilani of LClceslershirc In eastern England. If this guess is cOlTcet,
the derivation of ><01 from a Continental background need not exclude
the use of this formula to commemorate British Christians who might die
in Ireland.
At the same time, however, there is also clearly 3 strong local
element amongst these ><Ol.using communitIes. Only Ballintaggan, just
outside Dingle, Co, Kerry, has produced two ><01 stones though there are
examples of other sites, such as Colbinstown, which have produced more
than one ogam slone. At Ballintaggart, which has a total of 9 known
agams both ><01 and non.><OI monwnenls are Inscribed on a very
specific type of local slone, described by Macalister as pulvmar sandstone
(1945, 151). The source for this stone is the next big bay east of
Ballintaggart. at Minard where the beach IS still covered with similar
J
stones. Other ogam stones, also carved on this specific rock-type, occur in
a circle around Dingle Day and they include the lv[ARlANl stone at Kinard
East, with a Latin name and cross described earlier (see above, pages 91.
96). They also include two others from the to\'Illland of Lugnagappul
which lies immediately to the nonh of Minard Bay. These have the vel)'
early name fonns GOSSUCTTIAS and GAMICUNAS (CIlH 190-191). A
displaced stone of the same type is now kept in the grounds ofColaiste ide
at Burnham, on the other side of Dingle tO~l1 • it too has an early name
fonn. MAQQI-ERCCIA (ClII/175).
Thus 10 thIS small area of the Dingle
peninsula there appears to have been something of an ogam faclOry, in
place probably by the fifth century. utilising local Slones to produce
memorials
for local people. The potential mternational
contacts
represented by the ><Ol-inscriplions and the MARIANI SlOne is only one
half of the stol)' and we should not divorce !bese ><01 stones from the
hislOl)' of the local communities in which they are found. In addition to the
evidence for strong Romano-British mfluences amongst those who initially
accepted Christianity, we have what appears to be the limited adoption of
!be Christian ><01 fonnula by a fifth-century, ogam-producing community
on the Dingle pemnsula. The founh to fifth century CI4 date from the
excavation of the Christian site at Reask (see above. page 38), in the same
general area as Ballintaggart. no longer looks quite as startling as it once
t

did.

Ogam stone. Ralhglass Co. Carlow wilh a pre-apocope
inscription - DUNAIDONAS MAQI MARIANI - probably
of fifth-century date (CIIC 16)

UJ
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4.5 The BRIGOMAGLOS
stone
One of the two British stones with inscriptions beginning with names in the
nominative followed by me IACIT, is the Slone from Cheslerholm, This
reads: BRIGOI\tAGLOS HIe lAC IT ...ECVS (Clle 498). This is very
much an outlier of the group for the olhers are concentrated in south Wales

and Cornwall (Map 7) while this stone was found lying in a heap of stones
in fronl of a cottage at Chestcrholm. apparently taken from just beyond the
north-cast
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comer of the Roman site of Vindolanda on Hadrian's

Wall

(Bidwell 1985,76). It is also one oCthe earliest in the series with displaced
me IACIT as identified in Table 4. The element -MAGLOS becomes
Old Irish mal which is an o-stem noun (DIL M 47:86-48:35) but the
element is also found in British and the ending -OS here appears to be a
British o-stcm in the nominative (McManus, pas. comm.) Since it has not
lost its -OS ending. the version of the name on this stone is pre _apocope
and probably fifth century .
Jackson has identified it as a predecessor of the Old Welsh name
8riamall or the Middle Welsh fina/ael (Jackson 1953, 448; 1982.62). A
hypocoristic fonn of the same name is Brice but Jackson does not think
that one should associate the Vindolanda stone with Saint Brioc, whose
cult is overwhelmingly Breton judglng by modem church dedications
(Jackson 1982.62-3; Bowen 1969, 71). The et)1nology of the name, for
what its worth. may be either something like "prince of the upland(s)" or
simply "mighty prince" (McManus 1991. 103; Ri\o'et & Smith 1979,2779) but one must bear in mind that the name-forms can have a currency
quite regardless of their meaning. In favour of the fanner meaning or
something akin to it. is the fact thai letters from the first and second
century AD written at Vindolanda mention a place. apparently in the
VIcinity. known as Briga (the heightslhills) (Bowman & Thomas 1983. 89,

92,3; ,d., 1987, 129).
The final word in the inscription would seem to end in a Lalinised
nominative -us. In terms of its syntax Jackson links it to a slone at
in north Wales which reads r\LlORTVS ELMETlACO
HIC Ir\CET (CUC 381, ECMIV 87) and to another at Penh!)'n which
reads CORBALENGI
IACIT ORDOl'S (CUC 354; ECHW 126;
Jackson 1982, 65). Nash-Williams suggests that the name ORUOl'S

L1anaelhaiam

indicates a connection with the Ordovlces. a people who held control in
nonh-central Wales in the Roman period (Nash-Williams 1950, 102). The
persona! name CORBALENGI
i£ pre-syncope with a Latinized ending.

'"

'I'
MAP 6: LATIN MEMORIAL STONES WITH
DISPLACED HlC lACIT INSCRIPTIONS

The syntactical parallels would thus link the HRIGO:'otAGLOS
stone
with north Wales and would point towards a relatively early dale for this
style. It remains possible, however. that both the HRIGOMAGlOS and
the CORDALENGI
inscriptions are modified ellamples of the misplaced
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some degree by Irish

practice. ,(;..
The forts at Vindolanda (for there are Iwo) were excavated a
•
number of times and the publication report for the 1980 investigations
places the material discovered then within the context of the earlier
discoveries (BidweIl198S). The first fort was founded c AD 122-4 and the
second c. 223.5. There was evidence for major alterations and repairs to
barracks c. 370 or shortly after in this second fort, possibly to be
connected with the activities of Count Theodosius who was responsible for
a general refurbishment of Roman defences at roughly this period,s9 A 367
coin of Valens whicll showed some sign of wear was perhaps the most
signficant chronological indicator of this particular phase (Bidwell IlJ85.
72). Following this, barracks were demolished and replaced by another
building, probably no earlier than c. 400. Beyond the building there was
evidence of flagging and possibly contemporaneous with this, an east.west
wall with trench.built foundations was found over the remams of the north
rampart (Ibid., 74.5). No closely datable finds were found from this phase
but it seems reasonable to assume that the demolition of the barracks
refurbished c. 370, did not take place until c. 400 if not a good deal later.
A pennanular brooch of possibly sixth 10 seventh-century date and of
Anglo--Saxon type was also found "above the door-sill" of the south gate
of Fort NO.2 (ibid., 37-8).
Along the line of the north and east defensive walls of Fort No,2,
earlier workers found evidence of repairs consisting of propping large
ashlar blocks and rubble against the lower courses, perhaps to support the
wall when it had begun 10 buckle outwards. The Roman wall may then
have become the core of a steep-sided bank, possibly crowned by a
palisade or dry.stone wall. Pol. Casey has recently pointed out that similar
traces of post.Roman occupation have been noted on a number of forts
along Hadrian's Wall. in particular those which are recorded as haVIng
been manned in the No(itia DignirQ(um (Casey 1994), This is a list of
Roman army units. the portion of which dealing with the western empire
I' This refurbishment followed Theodosius' viClories a~tinSI Ihe "barbarian
conspiracy" ofPicts and Scots alluded to in chapler I (~C:aDove. pages 2-)).

,n
11(.

appears to have been drawn up c. AD 408 but with corrections being
inserted until AD 423 (Jones 1964, III 347-380). Casey links this
phenomenon to the fact that imestigation of palaeobotanical samples nom
the area of the wall suggesls that the area did not re,,'ert to a basically
woodland landscape untIl sometime in the sixth century. This he interprets
as evidence that the food supplies in the local area did nol diminish
following the withdrawal of Roman administration. Watchtowers on the
east Yorkshire coast he sees as the focus for Pictish attacks in lhe
immediate post-Roman period and he suggests that the Picts sailed around
the area of the wall and attacked further south because of a strong British
cum Roman force which continued to defend the wall itself. Ken Dark has
also argued for a sub-Roman fortification of the wall though he seems to
believe that the British authorities in question may have controlled the
entire frontier zone, as far south as the erstwhile legionary base at York
(Dark 1992b). Both scholars suggest that the limited evidence for early
Saxon activity in this area. notably at the forts of Corbridge and
Binchester, can be understood in the context of British authorities hiring
Saxon soldiers as mercenaries.
This is rather different nom the older model first proposed by Ian
Richmond (1940) and later expanded by Peter Hunter Blair (1947, 27-31).
Against an academic consensus which saw the Romans withdrawing from
the Wall as early as c. AD 383. they argued that the Romans had created
(wo federate kingdoms in the vicinity of the Wail, ruled by praefccli
geflf/um
or client-kings. The basis for this argument was the existence of
Latin names in the nmth and tenth-century genealogies of the kings of
Strathclyde and Gwynedd. The name of one king. Palern - a Briti!;hfonn
of Ihe Latin Paternus, was followed by the adjective pesrut. or red-eloak.
This they saw as a reference to the imperial purple. Purple cloth is,
however, a commonplace in post-Roman periods as a s)-mbol of power:
Connac mac Airt. for example. in the Old Irish text Sdla Eogain mSD
OCU$ Corma/c, is said to have been covered with a purple cloth as a boy
who is heir to the kingship of Tara (O'Oaly 1975, '64-72). The early
material in these genealogies is highly questionable (see Miller 1974-5 and
Kirby 1976-78 for discussion) and it seems difficult to accept the epithet
pesrut as sufficient in itself for their sub-Roman bonafides. The
RichmondlHunter Blair model was also queried on other grounds by lC.
Mann; namely, that no late fourth-century pottery, commonplace in !he
forts and associated settlements on the wall, was found in the areas to the

north. This is incomprehensible in his view if the area around the wall was
ruled by client-kings of the Romans (Mann 1974, 35),
However we understand the transfer of power from Roman to postRoman authorities in the area of Hadrian's Wall. it is clear that the
8RIG0l\1AGLOS slone provides data which should be incorporated into
any explanation. AI some point in the fifth century, a man with a British
name was commemorated in a style which bespeaks north Welsh and
possibly Christian lrish influence. This seems, on the face of it. to indicate
that either the deceased or the man who carved the stone was an emigrant
from Wales or fwther afield. What incentives did the community around
Hadrian's Wall offer to encourage such a man to move north?
If one accepts that the traces of early Saxon material found in forts
along the wall represents the activity of mercenaries, one could speculate
that Brigomaglos was also a soldier for hire. This would agree with the
location of the stone close to what appears to have been a defensive
structure in the fifth century. Scholars working on the barbarian migrations
of fifth-eentury Europe are quick to point out that, despite the ethnic labels
used by the contemporary chroniclers, each war-band did not necessarily
represent B single people. The Saxons who settled in south-eastern
England apparently included Franks within their ranks (Evison 1965, 12644; Welch 1994,270), the Franks included Alemanni, Herules and Frisians
(James 1988,35-8) and the smaller groups, such as the Alans, apparently
took service with whoever was prepared to employ them (Bachrach 1973,
26.73). Fifth-century armies consisted of men who owed loyalty solely to
the commander who could alford to pay them (Liebeschuetz 1986) - ethnic
identity was of minimal importance. In the political vortex that was the
result of the fall of the western Roman empire, there is nothing inhereptly
implausible about Saxons, Welshmen and possibly even Irishmen working
side by side to defend Hadrian's Wall for a Romanised Briton.
The other element to consider here is the probability that
Brigomaglos was a Christian. A mc IACIT stone exists immediately to
the north-west of Vindolanda, al Liddc1 Water in Liddesdale (Thomas
1991-2, 3). This reads HlC (ACIT CARANTI FiLl CVPITIA:'l1 or
"Here lies (the body?) of Carantus, the son of Cupitianus"; in olher words.
this is an inscription with mc IACIT III initial position, followed by the
name in the genitive as in the Irish ogam tradition. Another, rather longer
inscription, from Kirkmadrine in the Rhinns of Galloway is inscribed mc
IACENT SCI, ET I'RAEClPVI
SACEROOTES,
ID EST

,

•
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VIVE:"JTllJS ET J\.IAVORIVS - "Here lie the holy and distinguished
socerdOlel"J, that is Viventius and Mavonus" (Ihld .• 2). In both of these
the lIIe IACIT formula is In the position it would normally hold on
Continental inscriptions which. as we have seen, are fifth-century in dale
and generally belong 10 the first half of thaI century. Like the Irish stones,
however. the Liddel Water stone gIVes the personal name in the genitive
rather than in the nominative or occasionally dative as was the nonn on the
Continent. Other monwnents, such as "The Yarrow slone" at Whitefield

or "The Cat-stane" in Midlothian use other Continental fonnulae such as
IN 1I0C TUMULO tACIT (in this grave lies) and MEMORIA

•

PERPETUA
(an everlasting memorial) (Ibid .• 3-4), the dales of which
have yet 10 be studied in detail in a British context. Allied to these
Christian memorial stones, perhaps, is the late fourth.century hoard from
Corbridge. This was discovered in the eighteenth century and included a
bowl, now lost, ornamented with chi-rho symbols along the rim and
possibly a beaker, with the Christian message Desldere \I;\lQ.f (Thomas
1981, 113). Other chI-rho symbols on stone are known from Catlerick and
Maryport (Wall 1965, 212.4), Finally there is the great fourth or tilfth.
century hoard at Traprain Law, a hill-fort some twenty miles east of
Edinburgh which held coins of Constantine III (AD 407-11) and the
Emperor Honorius (AD 395-423). It also contamed some hWl{ired and ten
pieces of metalwork, mainly of Gaulish origin amongst which were at least
six pieces wilh Christian ornamentation. lThese
included a flagon
~amented
with biblical scenes. a small flask with the chi-rho symbol,
silver spoons with fish and chi-rho symbols and a wine-strainer with a chirho and the mscription IESVS CIIRISTVS (Wall 1966, 147.50).
This evidence, from between Hadrian's Wall and the Forth. and
stretching as far west as Kirkmadrine, bespeaks a Continentally-mfluenccd
Christianity quite different from that of the insular Christian memorials of
Brigomaglos
and Carantus. Nor is trus surprising.
The emperor
Constantine had given the Christian church favoured status in the Roman
empire at the beginning of the fourth century and three bishops, a priest
and a deacon from Britain attended the council convened at Aries in AD
314, to condemn the African Donatists (Gaudemet 1977,60-1).
British
bishops accepted grants to attend the council of Arminium (modem Rimim
in Italy) m 359/60. The bishop Vitricius of Rouen paid a visit to Britain in
the 390s (Myres 1960.23). The late fourth-century BrilOn, Pelagius, had a
60

'"
career in Rome where he developed a heresy which was hotly contested by
Augustine in Africa and Jerome in Palestme and condemned by a council
of two hundred and founeen bishops meeting in Carthage. In what the
chronicler Prosper of Aquitaine describes as a papal initiative, the bishop
Gennanus of Auxerre is sent on a mission to eject the Pelagian doctrine
from Britain c. AD 429. Gennanus' biographer, Constantius of Lyons,
describes a second visit to Britain c. 448. The late fifth--century cleric
Faustus of Riez who spent much of his career in the south of France is
described as a Briton who remained in contact with his countrymen
throughout his life. The early church in Britain was closely tied to
developments on the Continent and was, in particular, influenced by its
nearest neighbour Gaul. In what may, numerically, have still been a
relatively small community of Christian believers in north-west Europe,
contacts between British churchmen and their Continental counterparts
was constant, even after Britain had become independant of the Roman
empire (Thomas 1981,42-60; Esmonde Cleary 1989, 121-8).
In listing these references to British clerics abroad one is saying
nothing that has not been said many tunes before. The new element in this
discussion is the proposal that Irish christianity.
introduced to Ireland
from the Continent - also contributed to the development of this nascent
British church. The suggestion that stones with displaced HlC IACIT
represent an attempt to render Irish ><01 implies that Irish Christians were
active in Britain in the fifth century. As noted above, links between
Christians on both islands are also suggested by the reference to what
appears to be the Coritani of Leicestershire on a Christian ogam stone at
Ballyhank, Co. Cork (see above, pages 108.111).
Since the ><01 fonnula does not appear on British ogams, it seems
plausible that the original translation of HIe IACIT took place within
Ireland itsc1f. If the Irish were merely translating fonns they had leaml in
Britain one might expect to find ><OI-monuments in Britain. If a
Continental origin is accepted, ><01 stones would be only one of a
nmnber of different indications of subo-Roman Gaulish influences reaching
Ireland in the fifth century and later. Palladius. sent as the first bishop of
the Irish, is nonnally identified with the deacon of Auxerre, who
encouraged the Pope to send the missions of Gennanus of Auxerre to
combat Pelagianism In Britain (Mommsen 1891. 473). In his Confe.ulU,
Patrick refers to his Wish 10 VIsit brethem in Gaul while m the Letter 10
Coroticus, he shows a knowledge of Gallic Christians who ransom

Sacadules could mean either prints or bishops at this period
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MAP 7: AREAS OF CHRISTIAN ACTIVITY IN
F1FTH-CE1'<TURY IRELAND
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captives (Conneely 1993, 44, 72, 54. 79). The seventh-century writer
MuirchU gives a garbled account of Patrick's t:;.govcrsjon at the hands of a
bishop, Amarhorege nomme, and this has been understood to be an early e~

Celticised version of ••Amator", which was the name of Gennanus'
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predecessor in the see of Auxerre and to whom the fifth-century basilica of
Auxerre was dedicated (Bieler 1979, 74; Binchy 1962. 86, O'Rahilly
1957. 16-17). The Gaulish church was closely tied to the western papacy
in the early fifth cenrury and Thomas Charles-Edwards has recently shown
that the papal mission 10 the Irish remained a matter of concern at the
highest political level within the church al Rome for len years or more
(Charles-Edwards
1993a). To these inferences drawn from documentary
evidence, one might also add the Christian memorial stone from fifthcentury Trier, which is dedicated by his wife to the memory of SCOTTUS
(Diehl 1925, 2253; GOse 1958, 18; KrAmer 1974,34) and the references to
various individuals also knOYlTl as ScottU$ on various pots and amphorae
from the southern RhOne valley (evidence cited in KrAmer 1974, 37). The
><Ol-stones represenl but one of the pieces of evidence that part of the
christianising influence on fifth-century Ireland stemmed from Gaul.
A striking featwe of these contacts abroad is the fact that the list of
British contacts with Gaul, as recorded in ow meagre documentary
sowces, is not that much longer than the Irish one. The tradition of secular
Roman dominance, did not, so it appears, have any major effect on the
relations of the fifth-century British church with the Continent. If the
Palladius appointed to Ireland is the same man who proposed Germanus'
mission of refonn in Britain, this puts the level of official fifth-century
Gallic interest in both islands on a par and there seems no reason to
assume thai many Continental chwch authorities felt the need to oversee
developments in either Britain or Ireland in any great detail. The chronicler
who is our witness for both the Irish appointment and the British mission is
one who was particularly interested in Pelagianism and it is in this context
that his entries on both events should be interpreted (Muhlberger 1990,48135; James 1993). Jerome's jibes that British heretics had breath heavy
with Scottie porridge and that Pelagius' offspring could be found among
the Scots who lived in the neighbourhood of Britain (Fremantle 1954,
491) may not have been the rhetorical flourishes that have traditionally
been assumed.

In

5. CONCLUSIONS
In 1994, Charles Thomas published a book in which he discussed

the

ogam stones of south Wales and Cornwall and their value as historical
documents in an otherwise undocumented age. He summarises his views
as follows:

I

"As field monuments, therr archaeology resides in patterns
of siting and in their connections with ecclesiastical or
secular locations. As inscribed records the epigraphy.
controlled by the typological model set up earlier and the
linguistic natW"e of individual names allow restrained
inferences about Demerian society through time during two
centuries or more. This last aspect is concerned with
distinctions between identifiably Irish or British names and
the use of continuing.Roman ones" (1994,91).
Th.omas.thus dates the ogam siones of Wales primarily through the use of
epigraphy and secondly through typology. The flIst is largely dependent on
the work of Nash-Williams (1950) as modified by Dark (I 992a); the
second is a categorisation of his own:

1

"Type (a) memorials are those exhibiting nothing but the
ogam script; anything else on these stones. like incised
crosses, represents later additions unconnected with the
epitaphs. Type (b) comprises memorials usually known as
'bilinguals'. those where a message in ogam and in Irish is
accompanied by one of the same content (and. usually.
length) in Roman lettenng, capitals and occasional bookhand lellers, and In Latin .... There is a recognisable sub-set
of type (b) when the bilmgual is very short. confined 10 a
single name. and when often the name in one of the
versions has an added qualifier. Type (c) memorials have
the Roman-lettered. Latin inscription in full - in the shape
Of-A, FiLl of-B for inslance • but only the fust name. the
deceased as 'A' or 'Of-A' is repeated in ogam. In the type
(d) memorials the new element is the presence of any Latin
wording - and HIC IAClT 'here he (or she) lies' with

variations is the conunonest of these - that indicates a
Christian memorial. This is not to say that types (b) and (c)
stones may not also conunemorate baptised Christians but
we have no dlrec( evidence that they do so. On a few type
(d) memorials, the name of the dead person in ogam may
still be given. Finally there are a good few slones wilh
Roman lettering only. the inscriptions generally short and in
the style Of-A. of-the-son-of.B which are described here as
untyped" (1994, 69-70).
On the next page. Thomas states that Professor Jackson on the groWlds of
linguistic developments foremost and epigraphic ones secondly. did arrive
at a stepped typology matching the proposed (b) to (d) without realising it
or presenting conclusions in that way. Jackson did not discuss type (a)
stones which. on Thomas' premise. are a monument type introduced to
south-west Britain by Irish settlers at the beginning of the fifth century and
the first in his typological sequence of overlapping steps.
"This is no more susceptible to proof than are CWTentideas
aboul when the ogam script arose and when ogam fifSl
appeared on stones in Ireland but it might be thought to bl:
typologically indicated and it might be thought to accord
with views as to what certain type (a) memorials reany
represent" (1994. 71).
Having grouped the south-western British stones according to this
typology and examined their distribution in relation to prominent features
in the SWTounding landscape, Thomas concludes:
"The inscribed memorial stones of south-west Wales. with
their vertical modality. owe their inception to Ireland. The
style was brought with them by raiders who twned into
settlers. who may have known what Rome stood for but
who became Christians (and Latinate) after their arrival.
through coming inlo contact wilh sub. Roman Christian
Wales" (1994. 324).
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The sub-division of ogam slones into discrete categories, the examination
of those categories in relation 10 the location and typology of the
monwnents concerned and the ordering of the stones mto an approximate
chronological sequence marks an important advance in our study of ogam
stones to date. In this investigation Thomas has built on the work of
Bul'lock (1956) and has dra"'11 the attention of this generation of scholars
to the importance of agam siones and the associated memorials inscribed

with Latin leners as evidence for the history of these islands and most
particularly. the interaction of Irish, Britons and Romans in the fifth and
sixth centuries. Similarly. the gradual spread of Christianity 10 parts of
these islands where it had hitherto been unknown or had been forgonen,
can be charted through the formulae and the iconography used on these
stones.
In this short monograph, I have chosen not to follow the
categorisation used by Thomas because, In its dependence on epigraphy
and typology. it contravenes the dating evidence for the linguistic
development of Primitive and Archaic Irish as recently outlined by
McManus. Examining Nash-Williams~catalogue for type (a) stones, which
are dated by Thomas to the early fifth century, for example, I have found
four stones which only have ogam inscriptions. These are (i) ECMW 319
which reads EF(E)SS(A)NG(I) ASEG(NI) and has a lincar Lalin ringed
cross decmed by Nash-Williams to be a laler addition; (ii) ECMW 296
which reads M(A)Q(I) QAGTE and which Nash.Williams
saw as
damaged and possibly mcomplcte; (iii) J::CMW 300 which reads
NETT ASAGRU MAQI MUCOI BRECI and also has a cross, this time
with roughly square limbs and rounded armpils and (iv) MAGL(lA?)
DUBR(ACUNAS?
MAQI .... )INB with crosses and a Latin inscription in
half-uncial letters which Nash-Williams thought to be early ninth century.
To this list of four, Thomas adds ECMW 150 (CUe 368) which has both
ogam and Latin inscriptions dedicated to different people. The ogam reads
DUMELEDONAS
MAQI
M(UCOI....)
and
the
Latin
reads
BARRIVENDI
FILIVS VENDVBARI
mc IACIT (Thomas 1994,
98). Elsewhere, in his discussion of Scottish stones (1991-2), he identifies
another five stones as being of type (a): CUC 500; with ogam

(E)B(I)CATOS

M(A)QI ROC(A)T(O)S and Lal;n ANMECATI FILIUS
lACIT; CUC 501 which reads CUNAMQLI MAQ ....;
elle 502, (...)MAQ LEOG( ... ) and CIIC 506, VICULA MAQ CUGINI.
ROCATI

HIe

There is a high proportion of damaged stones in this list which
makes the evidence difficult to evaluate but interestingly, amongst the nine
stones, there are three instances of crosses and four with Latin inscriptions.
These could all, of course, have been added later as Thomas indicates but
it does mean thai there are very few examples of his type (a) in what may
be called a "pure" fonn. Linguistically, these Slones include pre-apocope
forms like DUMELEDONAS and (E)B(I)CATOS which are dated 10 the
fifth century on the orthodox absolute cmonology but Ihey also include
forms like MAQ which are post.apocope.
Given the evidence for
conservalive tendencies with regard to ogam spelling, the principle must
be that a linguistic date for an Inscription derives from its latest form
which, in turn means that the existence of a post-apocope form means the
slone must belong to the sixth century on the orthodox cmonology.
The attribution of all Christian fonnulae to the last category in the
typological sequence. type (d) - also poses problems. On Thomas' dating
these belong to the later sixth and possibly early seventh centuries. As
nOled above (see pages 103, lOS), HlC IACET memorials on the
Continent are normally of fifth-century date and there are reasonable
grounds for assuming that British HIe IACIT stones, where they parallel
the Continental examples in style, belong to a similar period. The
BRIGOJ\lAGLOS
stone incorporates a HlC IACIT formula, with a
name which is pre-apocope in form and probably fifth-century in date. An
Irish derivative of the HlC IACIT formula, namely the use of ><01 on
ogam slones of Ireland has been shown in this book to belong, on
linguistic dating, to the fifth and first half of the sixlh century (see above,
105-6). The associated British stones with displaced mc IACIT are
apparcmly of sixth-century date (see pages 106-7).
If one cannot accept the typology used by Thomas, it follows thlt
the mapping of the distribution of types (a) to (d) tell us little about
historical developments, although, as already mentioned, the idea of
mapping sub-groups of memorial stones against the background of their
contemporary landscape is a useful one. In this volume 1 have proposed
alternative sub-groups for the Irish material, based primarily on lhe use of
specific formulae or iconography. These are (i) ogam stones associated
with Maltese crosses; (ii) ogam stoncs which begm with the nominative
form ANM; (iii) ogam stones which incorporate Latin names and (iv)
ogam stones incorporating the element ><01
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These distinctive styles have been dated according 10 the 1inb'Uisfic
criteria ouflined first by JacksonM and most recently by McManus. Their
absolute dating depends heavily on certam stones which, from an
archaeological
and historical perspective, are undated. Although the
sequence of pre-apocope, post-apocope and syncope which they oullme
appears valid and their dating of the earliest stones to the fifth century
seems corroborated by the radiocarbon dates for the inhumation burials al
Kiltullagh, the fact remains that this method can only logically be used in
creating a relalive chronology. The specific date at which the sequence
begins is still unknown although a final dale. by which the sequence must
come to an end, is provided by the Early Old Irish fonns in seventhcentury documents. Thus, when I use fifth century in subsequent
paragraphs, this should be understood as meamngdifth century or earlier.
Using the linguistic method of dating, the ogam stones with Maltese
crosses appear to be later SIxth and early seventh century in date, with the
Maltese design continuing to be used for Latin-1ener inscriptions until the
early eighth century. (This accords with the evidence for similar crossfonns on datcd memorial stones from Spain and Gaul.) Ogam stones
whose inscriptions begin with ANM can all be identified as post-apocope
in dale since ANM itself is an apocopated fonn. One also occasionally
finds fonns on ANM inscriptions which are post-syncope in dale, This
would suggest Ihat the bulk of the stones in this category belong to the
later sixth or even early seventh cenlury,
The Irish o~ams with Latin names, in contrast. are all pre-syncope.
One of the six is definitely pre-apocope. another (AMADU) is potentially
so and two have either orthodox Latin genitive fonns or pre-apocope Irish
o-stem endings, These stones with Latin names. therefore, would seem to
belong to the earlier half of the dating range for ogam. possibly fifth to
approximately the first half of the sixth century. This is also the period to
which the stones Incorporating the ><01 fonnula should be assigned. The
British stones which have displaced mc IAClT, suggesting a translation
of the Irish ><01, may continue till a slightly later dale, for at least one
personal name is post-syncope and another is ornamented with a Maltese
cross.
11 is in these two earlier sub-groups of Irish ogams, those
commemorating men with Latin names and those incorporating the ><01" I would not agree with Thomas' assessment that Jackson's linguistic chronology
corroborates Thomas' typology for the reasons ellplamed above
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fonnulae. that the parallels wilh Roman practice. bolh on the Continent
and in Britain, seem clearest. The stones are inscribed wtth the Irish fonn
of writing, on monuments which show clear parallels with the pillars used
to mark inhwnation burials at Kiltullagh but the commemorations Inscribed
on the stones are to Irishmen adopting Roman burial fonnulae, to Irishmen
whose fathers have Latin names or to men with Latin names whose ethnic
origins remain unknown. One is reminded of Ball)' Raftery's dictum in
relation 10 the Irish Iron Age: "the island has always imposed its
personality on incoming cultural traditions, rapidly metamorphosing the
innovating elements so that they acquire, or appear in. a distinctively Irish
fonn" (1994,224).
Ralher than limiting our search for Roman parallels to
those artefacts which have been clearly imponed from Rome, as in the
traditional interpretation swnmanzed by 6 COrTain al the beginning of this
book, we should be looking more closely at moditications in Irish practice,
which may bespeak the arrival of influences from abroad.
In all four of these sub-groups, there are also strong indications of
the presence of Christianity. The ANM fonnula IS thought to derive from
Christian burial fonnulae using the word nomen and five of the tVienty
examples are ornamented with crosses; the word ><01 derives from
another Christian fonnula using the phrase mc IACET and at least two
have crosses; two of the six stones wilh Latin names have associated
crosses and the Christian element in the Maltese cross group is selfexplanatory. Damian McManus has argued, 011 linguistic grounds, that the
cult of ogam begins in the Christian period (1991, 60), and this view is
strengthened by the more detailed archaeological analysis proposed here.
In view of the strong Christian presence detected in even the earliest
of our ogam stones, one can look again at the vexed question of 5t Patrick
and the dates of his mission. It is a central tenet of this book that the
cultures of Ireland and Britain, by virtue of their geographical proximity,
have been continuously in contact and have each had a nuancmg affect
upon the other. This obviously varies depending on the specific regions
involved; contact is most visible along the east coast of Ireland and the
west coast of Britain, and more specifically in the vicinity of ports such as
Dublin Bay, or Holyhead; rivennouths such as the Boyne or peninsulas
such as Dyfed, Cornwall or the Rhinns of Galloway. ContaCIS with OIher
parts of Europe, such as may possibly be indicated by the patron}mic on
the stone from Monataggart, Co. Cork (which shows similarities with the
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Gaulish system), or the more convincing parallels for the Maltese crosses
in Spain, lend to be most visible in the southern parts of Ireland.
Though Ireland is onc of the most westerly and. therefore. one of the
more remote pans of Europe, it was never cut off from its neighbours. The
extra expanse of water may have kepi it relatively safe from large-scale

invasions but the people of the island look part in most of the widespread
cultural developments
those major changes

which have occurred in western Europe. One of
was the adoption of Christianity following the

conversion of the Roman emperor Constantine at the beginning of the

I
I

founh century. AI that dale, as represented by the attendance at the council
of Aries in 314, the Christian religion was largely limited 10 the
Mediterranean
lands with eight bishops attending the council from
northern France and only three from Britain. The cult spread more widely
in the north-west and Britain in the course of the later foW1h and fifth
cenrurles. It has always been recognised that Patrick's undated mission to
Ireland, together with that of Palladius in the 430s, represented an element
in that growth. What this study proposes is that the documented missions
of Patrick and Palladius should not be seen in isolation but as part of the
wider
establislunent
of Christian
practice,
witnessed
through
archaeological
and linguistic analysis of ogam stones, in a light but
widespread scattering of fifth-century communities throughout the southem
half of Ireland. Members of such Irish communities or their six.th-century
descendants also played a part in ensuring the Sllf\.wal of the Christian
religion within sub-Roman Britain.
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Gaul, 4, 7; 9; 11,35,
36; 37; 61; 72; 73;
74; 89; 95; 102; 105;
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15~ 19, 112; 114;
115; 116; 117
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60; 61, 72; 78, 88~
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74~ 77; 78; 79, 83
ingots, 3, 4, 5; 24
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35; 38; 39; 40; 42;
47; 49~ 64; 70; 125;
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Hallstan. 10, II; 35
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inmrmda, Il; 25
lona, 71; 78; 83
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Ireland, 1,2; J; 7, 9;
10; II, \2; 14, 16;
11; 18; 20; 21, 22;
24;25;27;29;31,
32~lS~ 37; 38~ 39,
40~ 43; 45; 46~47;
49,53; 55; 56; 57;
61,62;64~67;69;
71, 72~ 73; 77; 89;
94; 95~96; 100~ 102;
104~ 105; 106; 110;
118; 120; 122; 124;
126; 127
Irish Sea, 9; 13; 14. 16
Irishmen, 2; 3; 6; 7; 8~
13,21, 24; 103~ 116;
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Iron Age, 7; 9; 10; II,
13; 16; 17; 18~ 19;
22; 25; 27; 28; 29;
31;32;33;34;35;
38; 39~44, 46; 49;

126
islands, I, 2; 3; 4~9,10.
13; 16; 25; 45~72;
73; 83; 104~ 118;
120; 123
Italy, 7; 24; 89; 93; 117
IVACA TIOS, 57
h.ckson K, II, 50~52~
53; 54; 55~56; 57;
61;62;6l~68;69~
72,77; 84; 91; 103;
104.112; 122; 125
James E, 116;
James NW, 120
Jerome, 7; liS; 120
jewellery, 3; 17; IS, 20;
21, 25; 28~49
Johns C., 4; 20; 24; 84
Johnston S , 45
Jones AHM., 5; 24;
lOS, 115

Jones

a, 15

Kavanagh S, 76; 78
Keeley Y.• )8
Keenralh, 84; 85
Kelly E., 32;
Kelly F, 8, 58, 72
Kemaria,3S
Kenney IF., II
Keppie L., 36~ J1
Keny, 4; 29; 30,33,
J8~ 41; 42; 44, 47~
49; 51; 57; 70; 73;
74; 76~ 77; 79; 80;
83~ 84; 87~ 89~90~
94; 96; 97; 99; 103~
105; 107; 110
Kilcoolaght,85
Kildare, 24; 29; 31; 38~
57~90; 107
Kilfounlan, 41, 57; 58~
60;80;83
Kilgowan, 38
Kilkenny, 4; 37; 76;

106
Killadeas, 71
Killanin M.M", 32
Killeen Cormac, 57,
107; Me olsa
Colbinstown
Killeenleagh. 74; 76; 78
Killogrone, 85; 87; 88
Kilmalkedar. 57; 58,
85; S7; 103
Kilnasaggart, 38, 40;
41;42;83
Kiltiemey,17
Kiltullagh, 37; 39, 41,
42; 44; 49; 64; 125;

126
Kinard East, 90; 91, 94,
96; 110
kingdoms. 2; 21, 33;
104,115
kings, 5; 14; 23, 33,
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Kirby D, 95; 115
Kirkmadrine, 72; 116;
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Knight J • 102
Knockshanawc:c:, 42
Knowth. 17; 22; 26, 27;
28; 96
Koch J.T., I; 12; 53, 67
Kramer K., 101, 102;
120
La Tene, 9; 10; 11; 32;
35
LABRID,97
Lacy B, 80
Lambay Island, 37
LAMINACCA, 97
Lamoge,76
Lalle Fox. R., 24
Lapidge M., 53
LAPIS ECUODI, 77;
78; 79
Latin, 7; 8; 14; 22; 35;
40; 47; 52; 53; 54;
55; 56; S7; 58~ 60;
62; 64; 6S; 66; 67;
68; 74; 76; 77; 78;
80; 83; 87; 88; 89;
90,91,93,94;
95;
96; 99; 100; 101;
103; 104, 105; 106,
107,110; liS, 121,
123; 124; 125; 126
LATINI,IOO
Le Blanl E, 72; 73, 89
Ie Bohec Y" 6
Leach, 19
Leclercq H., 7J
Legan, 97, 106
leglun, 8
legions, 4; 20; 55
Leiceslershire, 110~ 118
Lejeune M" 35; 37
lenition, 8~S3, 66; 67
lEOG( ...), 123
Uller 10 CorOliclI,f.
118
letter West, 85
Lewis C.T., IJ
lia,42
uaFail,32
LiddeJ Waler. 116

UE, 77; 8l
Liebeschuc:tz J HG,
"6
limerick, S; 16
Lionard P, 7S. 96
L1any Mawddwy, 100
L1anaelhaiam, 112
L1ancarfTe, 100; 101
L1arwhlnwg.88
L1.ndeilo Uwydiarth,
100; 101
L1andysilio West, 60;
61
L1angadwaladr, 60; 61
Uallgeler, 103
L1angwyryfon, 100
L1anllwyni. 60
llallwCI108, 100; 101
llATIGNI, 8S
loan-words, 8, 66; 67;
68~99
LOC, 41; 80
loea, 7
Loher,74
Londondeny, 29; 103
Lough Crew, 18; 20;
27; 28
Lough Gur, 38; 40
Louth,94
LugnagappuJ, 94; 110
LUGUAEDON,77
LUQrN.8S
Lynch A., 30
L)on, 102
M(A)QI, 123
M(I)N(E)RC,85
M(UCOI),85
MOLEGOMRID,
87
MAC, 41, 42; 43; S4;
79; 85; 91
Macalister R A.S, 14,
28~31, 41, 42; 47;
57; 58; 60; 77; 79;
10; 15; 87; 88; 19;
94; 97; 106; 107; 110
Mac Cana P" II
MACCI, 77; 83

MACCOO[CH[TI.
76
MACI, 54; 76, 84, 85;
87
MacNeill E, 21; 29;
47; 52
MACVS,54
MAEL MAIRE, 78
MAGANN,85
MAGARI,I00
MAGl(IA?),I23
l'olAGLAGNl, 100;
103
MAGLANl, 103
MAGLICUNAS, 14
MAGLOCVN(I), 14
-MAGlOS, 112
/'.1NlE.INBIR., 85
Mallory IP, 29
Man, 14
",anach,67
Mann IC., 6; 115
manuscripts, 21 ~39;
46; 48; 50; 56; 57;
58; 62; 63; 6S; 68;
71,72; 76, 77, 87,
90; 103
MAQ, 70; 77; 85; 87;
91,97; 123, 124
MAQ(Q)I, 84; 89
MAQI, 5 I; 79; 85; 89;
91,97; 101, 106; 123
MAQQI, 54, 87; 97;
107,110
MAQYI, 54; 85; 89
MAQ'v'1 COUNE, 54
Margarrl, 100; 101
MARIANI, 91; 107;
110
Marianu.f, 95
MARIN,91
Marmus,95
Marruchi H, 93
Marslrander C, 99
Marypon,7, 117
Mattingly D, IS
Maughnasilly, 30
Maumanorig, 78; 79;
84,85

IHAVORlVS,117
Mayo, 21; )O~37; 44;
49; 71; 80; 83; 96
McConeK..I;
7;8; II;
45;50;51,52;53;
66; 72; 90; 95; lOS
McManus D, 8, 14;
27; 42; 4); 47; SO;
51; 52; 53; 54, 55;
57; 62~ 63; 64; 65~
66; 67; 70; 74; 76;
77; 79; 80; 83; 84,
85; 87; 88, 89; 90;
91,94; 97; 99; 101;
103; 105; 112; 123,
125; 126
McNeill T,E., 29
Meath, 4; 18; 21; 29;
32; 33
MEDDOGENl,85
MEDDUGENl, 84; 8
MEDIGENI,84
Medlyeotl M, 29; 33,
34,38;44
MEDVGENI, 84
Mcgaw JVS, 9
MELI,93
Me/us, 93
MEMORIA, 53; 117
MENUEII, 58; 60; 74;
77; 83
MERCAGNI, 100
mercenaries, 17; 24,
115~ 116
metalwork, 10; 12; 32;
64; 117
Metlake G" 23
Meyer K., 105
Middle Irish, 8; II; 28;
32
Middle Welsh, II, 104,
112
Miller M" 3; 7; 115
Minard, 110
missions, 1,21,22; 23;
25~46; 95; 96; 107;
118; 120; 126; 127
Moceu,
107
MOCDI,51

MOlEGOMRlD,85
Momonen T, 118
Monalaggart, 97; 105;
126
Moore F., 42; 44; 64
Morris 1., 45
motifs, 11,36; 56, 63;
70; 13; 88
mounds, 16; 17; 18, 19,
27; 28; 29; 32; 3]~
34; ]5; 38; 4]
Mount Brandon, 70; 78
MUCCOI,97
MUCOI. 84; 85; 97;
101; 123
Mllhlberger S, 120
MllirchU, 39; 72; 120
MUiRETUAOI.
72
Mu1chrone K., 101
Mullaghmasl, 3 I; 33;
l4
Mynors RAB" 80
Myres I, 117
Mytum H., 5
NADOTII, 100
Nash-Williams VE.,
47;55;56;60;61;
62;68;89; 101; 102;
112; 121; 123
naliones.6
nativism, 45
Nelson JH, 8
Neolithic, 9,17; 19; 27;
28; 29; 30; 32; JJ~
38;)9;46;49
NETA, 97
NETACUNAS,85
""'ETTA, 97
NETTASAGRU, 123
NETTA VRECC, 97
Nettleton, 14
Nevern, 14; 93
Newgrange, 4; 17; 18;
20; 22; 24; 25; 27;
28,29,49;69;96
Newman C., II, 32; ))
Nic!lolls K, 107
NOMENA,89

nominatives, 8, 36; 54,
70; Sl; 90; IO\; 102,
103.104,112; 117,
124
NOMINE, SS
Norfolk, 24; 84
Northumberland, 102
No/ifia Dignitalum. 7;
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Nolulae,58
NUADAT,85
nu",eri, 5~6; 8
O'Briell E, II; 17; 22;
37
6 Broill T" 32
6 Cathasaigh T" 46
()CorriinD,I,3;23;
46; 88, 126
() Creinin 0, 47
O'Daly M, 115
OGALA, 85
Ogilvie, 5~6; 10
O'Kelly C, 17; 28,
O'Kelly MJ., 29; 76;
78
Old Irish, 7; 8; II; 14,
28; 32; 48; 50; 52;
53; 54; 58; 63; 66;
68; 69; 70, 72; 76;
78; 84, 87; 99; 103;
105,112; 115; 125
Old Wel!Jl, 104; 112
O'leary P., 3S
Omega, 80
Omey Island, 78
ONERATI,IOO
ORAIT,78
O'Neill T, 51
() Nual1iin S, 29, 30;
)1,));35
ORDOVS, 112
O'Rahilly C, 42;
O'Rahilly TF, 7; 16;
120
orIM.66
6 Riordiin AB" 38
6 Riordiin S, 29~ 38

---'--'"
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0'SuUiv3n A, 27, 30,
44,47; 74, 76; 78,
79; 80; 87; 88
O'Sulliv3n W , 58; 60
OVANQS,57
Ql(fordshire, 19
PAANI,9]
PACE, 102
pagans, II; 15; 16;24,
25; 37; 4), 46, 47;
93, 102; 106
Painter KS. 5; 20
pOIfthe, 67
palaeography, 57; 60;
62; g4
Palladius, 22; 107; 118,
120; 127
ParkJIasilla.85
PASCENTI,93
passage lombs. 9, 17,
18,27,28,32,33,
39; 46; 49
POlrieius, 52; 53; 55;
65; 67
Patritk, 1,2; 3.13; 14,
:5; 16,21,22; 23,
24; 25, 38, 53, 54,
67; 68; 72; 73; 76,
79; 95; 96; 118, 120;
126, 127
patronymics, 35; 8];
84~ 93; 94; 101. 103.
105; 126
peer:alh,67
Pelagianism, 117; 118.

12.
lembrokeshire,
14; 47,
.~ 76; 89
Penbryn, 112
Penrhos-Uigwy, 60; 61
p<'rtgrmi.6
rERPETUA,
117
p<'.VUf,115
Peler,3&,41,80
PETRI,8jJ
Picts, 2, 3, 9, 80, 8],
114; 115
Piggott S. 19

PiperE, 29, 10,31
Platnauer M , 3
Pokorny J, 99
pOhrf!,67
Pollatorragune, 18
Potter T, 24; 84
panery, 3, 12; 22; 27,
38; 64,72; 115
Powell TGE, 10; 15;

16
Power 0,44
PRAECIPVI, 116
praefecll, 115
pndeh/d,67
PrimItive Irish, 7, 50;
65; 84; 91, 99; 103;
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PRONEPVS, 100; 101
Prosper of Aquilaine,
22;49; 118
PROTICTORIS,53
Ptolemy, 13
Punchestown, 29
PVVERI, 100; 101
Q( .. )(1.85
QRI~UTlR. 70; 77
QVENATAVCI.IOO;

103
Raasay,80
ndio<::arbnn, 10, I l,
17~28; 30;)); 37;
]8; 40; 125
Raetia,8
Raffin, 33
Raftery B, 5; 7; 9; 10;
11,12; 13; 17; 18;
19;20;24,28;31,
32; ]9; 126
Raftery J • 34
raiders, 1,2;]; 4; 17;
25,49,55; 122
Ralaghan. 13
Ratas.s, 85; 8&
Rathgall.34
Rathglass, 90; 91, 96
Rathlin O'Birnc, 1)

Reask, 38, 40; 41, 42;
49,71,80,8];
110
Reete R, 5
Reim H, 35
Renfrew C, 10
REQUIESCIT, 102
Rithuds M., 104
Rithmond lA, 7, 115
RIGOIIENE,IOO
RINACI.89
ROO,97
Ritchie A. 7
RJIT AVVECAS, 76
RJTTECC,76
riven, 4; 7; 17; 19; 20;
21,26
Rivet ALF., 7; 10;

112
ROC(A)T(O)S.I23
ROC\T1. 123
Roche t, 7
ROOAGNI,85
Romano-British, 7; 12;
13,16; 17; 19; 20;
21; 22; 23; 25; 28;
47; 49; 56; 69; 72;
95,96. 110
Rome, 49; 61, 64~ 72;
80,93;95; 102; 118;
120; 122, 126
RONANN, 70; 77; 78;

80
Kos\:Ommon. 3 I, 37;
44,49; 94
Ross A, 1J. 13~20
Rouen, II
Ruggles C, 29; ]0
Rynne E, 32; 38
SABINI,76
SACERDOTES,
116
Saddington DB, 6
sagas, 11,42; 48, 64
SAGITI ARt 91
SAINA. 85
SAL VIANI, 100; 104
Salway P., 3, 7; 37; 55
SCASOLAI:'\',78

See/a F.ogam

m.ro oeus

Corma/c,115
SCI,I16
Scotland, 9; 18
SCOTIUS, 120
screplra. 66
SEDD01NI,85
Kulemenu, 2; 27; 34;
]8; 55
Sharpe R, 95
Sheehan J, 27; 30; 44,
47; 73; 74, 76; 78;
80; 87; 88
Shee_Twohig E .• ]5
Short C, J)
sitle, 16; 28
s,liquae,4
SILLA."m, 85
silva Foeluli, 21
Simpson D,D.A., 9
Sims. Williams P, 52;
54,65,76;87;99
Sligo, 17; 72; 96
Smith C., 7; 10; 112
Sol lm'ie/us, 15
Somerset, 4; 18; 19; 76
Sotgiu G, 36
Souler A, J3
Southern P, 6; 8
Spain, 72; 73; 74; 102;
106; 125; 127
Speidel M., 6
spelling, 50; 51, 52; 6];
67; 76; 84, 89, 90,
91; 96,103; 124
spoons, 24, 84; 117
Springmount lablets,
58; 60; 61; 72; 78
.JT kill, 8
SfOlgell,8
St Davids, 89
Stacey R. 43
Steer KA, 77; 78
Stevenson 1.. 64
Steynton. 9]
STI,80
Stokes W , 39
stone circles, 29,]0

Slone rows, 29, 30; ] I,
39; 44
SlOneyford,37
Str3thc1yde, 115
sub-Roman, 4; 9; 115;
118; 122,127
Sutherland, 7
Swan L., ]2
Sweetman P,D, 29
Swill C, 17; 18; 20;
22; 28; n, 34, ]9
syncope, 8; 50; 58,60;
66; 69; 70; 76; 77;
87; 89; 93; 94; 104;
105,112; 125
T3citus, 5; 9; I]
TainB6Cliai/g1It,12;
42

Tara. 14; 18,32; ]];
39; 115
TEGANN,85
lel/uch,43
TEMOCA. 85
Temple Brecan, 78
Templebryan. 84; 85;

88
Templeogue, 19.20
TENAS,85
Thetford, 24; 84
ThomuC,3,
17;22,
24; 27; 34, 36; 37,
64; 72; 80; 96, 116;
117; 118; 121, 122;
12]; 124, 125
Thomas 10" 6; 112
Thompson EA, I, 12;
21; 24
Thumeysc:n R., 8; 50;
53; 93
TIGERN,84
TIGIR.'IOICI, 100
Tinnahally, 85, 87
Tinugel,71
Tipperary. 7
Tirechan, 21, ]8; 39,
67,72; 76; 79;93,95
Todd HI.,]9
ToddM,5

TOICA><I, 51, 99
10ICAC,99
TOICACI,99
Towyn, 61, 93
Toynbee 1, 20;]7
Traprain L3w. 117
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IrebrlJ/, 8
Treflys,78
TRENACATUS.100;
101; 103
TRENALLUGO,97
Trier, 4.102; 120
TRILUNI, 100
TTRENALVGOS, 97
TUMULO,117
Turoe, 31; 34; 35
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TURP[LLI, 100, 104
Tyrone, 33; 103
Va/h,74
UDD(GLO)METT.85
Uhlich J .• 77,105
Vi Chremthainn, 33
Ui Oimlainge, 3]
Uley,19
UXOR. 76
v><CUM><N,87
VAlLA Till, 76
Valentia Island, 99
VECUMEN,85
VEOLL.OIGGOI,85
VELVOR. 76
VENDESETLI,93
Vendryes J , 8; 88
V[~DV8ARI,
12]
VEQI><AMI, 99
YERIMATE, 100
Vichy, 74
VICULA. 123
VlDETT AS. &5
Vindolanda, 6; 112;
114, 116
VINNAGITLET,85
VIRR ....A~I, 85
1'/10 Cob/mbae, 58; 77
V/la Patrleii, 39
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VI/a Trlpartila,
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VITALlANI,9]
VITALIN,91
Vilalitllls, 9S
Vilricius, 117
VIVENTIUS, 117
Vives OJ .• 73; 101;
\0'
von Falck M .• 74

VORTlGURN.94
VOTECORlGAS, 53,
54
VOTEPORIGIS,5]
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Vulgar Latin, 8, 67, 90;
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VXSOR,
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